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CHAPTER I
NATURE OF THE MONOGRAPH, PROCEDURE, PREVIOUS WORK,

PURPOSES AND SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN

This monograph opens with the explicit assumption
that the reader has "common knowledge" of the American
Negro and his unique problems, and that the entire
dilemma of the.. A\:merican Negro need not be subject to
literary and scientific proof.

The alienated American

Negro has become one of the themes of some of the Twentieth
Century writers.

The American Negro, in conflict with

the power structure which the white person accepts, is
more sensitive to the standards of American life.

These

standards will be considered with the view toward morals,
social position, psychological environment, and religion.
The problem of identity for the Negro is more serious in
the United States than elsewhere because of the instability
of social class values.
a sense of

11

The Negro is not brought up with

place 11 in the world, but must fight to achieve

some image of establishment.

The works of LeRoi Jones,
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Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison, and James Baldwin serve
as an impetus for white.readers to discover what life is
like in a: Negro mind, in a Negro home, and in a Negro
ghetto..

The Negro's writing seems to be a conscious

intent to 'give pain, to disconcert, and to unbalance the
complacency of the"white majority•
The position taken in this monograph is that the
Negro is alienated from white society; he is alienated
from his .own Negro peopleJ and he is alienated from
himself,

The treatment of this specific monograph refers

to "alienation" as a literary trend.

"Alienation" is

defined for this monograph, as a state of withdrawal or
as a state· of estrangement from the human world.
states will also include the physical and the

These

sooi~l.

The separateness of the lives of the Negro and white
person serves tci disunite, to set race agalnst race.

The

commtinication gulf between the Negro and white ~esUlts in
annoyance; aversion, bitterness, and rancor to the Negro
person.

The alienation of the Negro is· a· consequence of

his social debasement; he is relegated to the position of
a second-class citizen.
The rupture between the two races effects and makes
~he

Negro a stranger in his own land, the United States.

The Negi•o 1 s revolt infers the abomination for the white
man's rules and the detached attitude tol.rard the individual
and society.

The development of 111-will progresses to

loathing, producing dissension and estrangement, and
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finally moves to total alienation, all of which can be
treated in terms of Baldwin's language structures.
One of the questions as to the scope of this work
relates to what form of literature must be the focus for
applying linguistic structures to' "alienation. 11

Briefly,

alienation or the Negro develops primarily from his being
a member of a minority group.

As a member of a group.; the

Negro is loved, hated, persecuted, feared, and envied.

As

an individual, he is unfelt, unheard, unseen-•and, to' all
intents; alienated from having an

identity~

The Negro's

loss of an opportunity to have a pleasing image of himsel:i'
forces him into total aliem.tiont almost dramatic.
From the literary point of view, the play as drama
has many unsatisfactory features, not the least of which is
the fact that the playwrights and the play carry certain
ideas into operation.

That is, drama identifies itself with

recognizable basic conflicts or 'crises ov.er some objective
thing or idea.

The identification of acceptable dramatic

criteria produced the isolation motif demanded by such
playwrights as Brecht who spoke for an objective style of
acting which would free the aud.ience from impressionism
or from both impressiohism and super 'realism or surrealism.
A resultant alienation effect evolved when man was cut-off
'
from his normal soci'al
roots.

]3ecause of a severe

shortage of contemporary playwrights, the Germanic
style of acting was compromised.

The "alienation ef.fect" 1

did not develop into an indigenous style because

a

majority of the plays were imported from other countries;
therefore, .the actors and directors were forced to compromise their methods.
suitable for

sh~~ing

Then, the novel has pr.oven more

man alone.

The epic form, with less

compression and condensation,' allows for more freedom of
expression than does the dramatic form.

Another reason

for choosing the novel is its form which lends its'elf' to
the longer experience of' time, time which furnishes more
alienation•crises and conflicts.

These considerations

bring out the need of' relating the name of writers who have
elements of alienation contained in their works.
Bernard Malamud is a striking example of the
opportunities-·and hazards--that are faced these days by
"minority" writers; he has rejected this theme for modern
art.

John Updike's novel,

~

pgorhonse

Eai:C.t suggests

the failure of traditional systems to fulfill cqntemporary
man's spiritual needs.

A state whose aim is to give

security, coherence, and meaning to human life only results
in more precarious and obtrusive sterility.

In Styron's

1 Bernard Hewitt. "Theatre," Enc vclooaedia
Britannica. .(1965'), XXI;I., p~ 29.

Lie Down In Darkness the yearning for the experience of
innocence is an attempt to avoid coming to terms with the
insuperable evils of the present.

Although Malamud,

Updike, and Styron could be treated in a monograph of this
type, the focus will be on a Negro writer.

The reason

is that their unique linguistic patterns ·are not likely to
pose the same degree of alienation patterns as found in
the writing of a Negro.

The decision as to choosing an

American Negro writer is resolved through using James
Baldwin.
Baldwin is selected because he is one of the most
significant novelists and essayists whose statements carry
elements of alienation. While Americans in their American
English have virtually the same sentence patterns as their
Negro counterparts, there are significant syntactical
differences and different meanings in the unique diction,
form, and rhythm employed in the writing. Writing in an
American environlljent and being conscious of greater famili•
arity in American linguistic structure, the writer of this
'

monograph can better define the differences of alienation
by a Negro writer.

The range of meanings that his state•

ments carry is within the

lex~cal

scope of the educated

American reader.
An o'b~eotion t,hat might well be levied in other
·cases and instances--namely.that one ought not deal with
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figures and conflicts too close to the contemporary
scene~-will

pose few problems in this instance.

The elements

of alienation are identifiable, and there is little contro'

..

applic~tions

'

.

versy as to the forms they take.

The orderly and scientific

'

of.Plutchik 1 s theory--to be defined--will be

used specifically in relation to the unique diction, .form 9
and rhythmical patterns found

i~

the asserted alienation

elements in the novels of James Baldwin.
'

The specific nature of this monograph is further
sh~~n

by identifying the number and kinds of instances of

alienation utterances found in the sentendes, as well as in... the greater composition, of the novel to be treated.
out laboring the point, the

me~nings

With-

of essential philosophy

as found in literature involve morphological and s~t<letical
statements whose termination by periods indicates the
beginning and end of an utterance.

However, individual

words and phrases which end with a fade fall still constitute
a complete expression.
The alienation point of view is that all experience
has a never-ending anguish and frustration.

For example,

the process of living is a flow of "willing," "deciding,"
"choosing," and "suffering."

Baldwin's language carrying

pain and agony is demonstrated through the use of abrupt,
sharp, and ironical structure patterns.

An ironical

structure pattern suggests that the actual intent is

7

expressed in words which carry the opposite meaning.
In Another Countrv,2

the book under treatment, Vivaldo

or course I believe you

says to Rufus, "Oh, believe you!

That's what all the bleeding was about." 3

These patterns

are useful to Baldwin since he stays with emotion-charged
sentence structures whose units have NP but few slots
filled.

The answers to Baldwin's statements have to l:i:e

found in his linguistic

stru~tures,

since whatever

communication has to be done is through language.

The

elements or alienation would be round in any novel of'
Baldwj.n~

the most controversial has been selected:

Angther Country.

Three.critics, Goodman, Hardwick, and

Hyman disliked the book; they

ma~•

have been repelled by the

militancy and the cruelty of life.

Granville Hicks called

the novel "an act of violence." 4 Since the reader is the
one upon whom the violence is being committed, perhaps one
ought to have expected that many

r~viewers

with something less than gratitude.

would respond

The language Baldwin

2James Baldwin. Another Country.
Publishing Company, Inc. 9 1962). §66pp.

(New York:

Dell

3 ('l'his book, Another Coµptry 1 is completely footnoted
and all subsequent quotations from this specific volume,
starting with footnote 3 1 are indicated by (p.48) directly
under the quotation.
4R1chard Kostelanetz,(ed.) • .Qn pentemnorary
Literature. (New York: Avon Books, l9b°r). P• 234.
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uses must be visible proof of the position of alienation
he asserts.

-

Balwin speaks with "complete candor and

with a minimum of polite rhetorical elegance. 'He reveals
himself as someone to be feared for· how deeply he sees,
and for how much he' demands of the world and how powerf'Uliy
he can hate. 11 5' Certainly., a fearful demanding individual
will have much enforced external,.and self-isolation.
--···:·.

'

The linguists agree, unifo~mly, that the minimal
, linguistic utterance is at least of sentence value;
therefore, he who would analyze· materials.in this novel for
.•

meanings of alienation must look to the sentence struotureQ
There must be within the sentence; in looking at the
morphological and the syntactic· differences, features
whose phonological arrangement differ from the traditional
meanings carried by the word or cluster symbols.

! f the

words selected by Baldwin could be shown to be different
from those of ordinary linguistic patterns; then such
differences would occur in the meanings carried by the
word or cluster symbols.

The linguistic problem would be

solve:d through verifying the abrupt and ironiaal structure
'
·patterns,
as syntax;.

However, the sentence patterns of this

A@eriean writer, as is also true of other American"wri tars
not treating specifically of being cut-off frem society;
have no marked differences from the word order used by
Henry James, William Dean Howells, and Stephen Crane.

9
Therefore,. one must look to the phraseology,. arrangement,,
and recurrence of· particular elements of cadence. ·The
cultural chasm involving the Negro and white society can
be shown by the syntactical and the morphological
variations of the words.
These words repeated continually, and with a
minimum of variation, serve to carry the elements of
alienation.

The emphasis is on emotion-charged and action-

char ged words because the Negro, not having the protection
of a positfon or class on which to rely, tends not to use
the conceptual elements in language infrequently.
such words as "cry, 11
whore, 11

11

Thus,

fear," "hate," "bastard," "rage,"

hostili ty, 11 "emptiness," "torment,"

11

bi tcht"

11

die," "coldly•" "humiliate," and "anguish" are used to

11

11

carry the contextual difference.

Movement is always to be

preferred to inaction, as indicated by the dominance of the
VP over the NP.

In reotion, the Negro senses he has a

chance in life; his body is warm; his instincts are quick,
and when the crises comes, whether of love or violence,
. he is physically ready.

He wins when he can release a

little more energy for himself; he hates himself a little
less when he is physically adequate.

If Baldwin's art

can be shO'l!rn to have a heavy and unusual reliance on words
with negatively-charged

emotions~

.. such incidence

in
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reliance will go to prove his position of aliera tion.
Recognizing the fact that the total personality
of the speaker is always involved in the writing, and
that the writing in this instance must carry the
alieration tones, the emotion stressed by the writer
must be carried by the words.

In this case, these words

must be carried by short sentence structures, terminology,
and phraseology which include the concept of alienation.
The application of any tenable .emotive intensities .should .
be fruitful if the application.is possible.

Plutchik's

emotive theory is one that can.be shown as possible. and
workable.

'

'

Thus, in summary, the nature of this monogr~ph
involves the identification of abrupt sentence

st1lh~tures,
. I,
i'\

terminology, and phraseology forms carrJing the alienation
process, a process which carries unique emotive

\

stat~s.

' '

th~,\

The presence of common scientific knowledge allows
i

\

verification of these emotive states through a psycho.;.
1
'

\

\ ·
\

:
i ii
linguistical application of the emotive theory. 'T,!ierefot~,

insofar as the art of American Negro writer, Bald':i1n, is

concerned, the position oi' alienation can be loca t~d in
and verified by the incidences

of

f \\l,
\

patterns, expres,.4ions,

and wording distinctive of the two Negroes, Rufus·'.' ~µd
Ida.
\

contrast can be brought about in two ways1

\

~his
\
first,<t~
i

, !l

.

!:
,!!

Ii:

1}

\.
'\,.,,_
\

l

This total of the monograph task can not be \
complete without some evidence by way of contrast."

!\t\.\

.' '~

\\
\~

"'·I

11

position of alienation can be shown to demand snarl words
repeatedly used in certain terminology &tj.d phraseology,
while the position of non-alienation can be shown to be
without the heavy reliance of snarl or negative words.
Second 9 the position of

alien~tion

can rest upon simply

showing not that the "snarl" words are absent from the
.

'

language of non-alienation, but only that the language of

..

non-alienation uses them to a slight degree in comparison.
The first.position is the one that is taken here.
What bas been done in this field before?
as can yet be discovered, no article, book, or
'

Insofar
disser~a-

'

tion bas been directed at this unique linguistic problem.
The position of alienation can be inferred from Tennessee
Williams Is 'CAT m! A' HOT TIN ROOF' Ral'ph Ellison Is

m

INVISIBLE .l:i!Ui, R.

v. Cassill's ''Larchmoor Is Not The World,"

LeRo:L Jones 1 s 1fili

~LECTURER,

"Still Life. 11

and Bernard Malamud's

These writers have focused on the notional

aspect of alienation and have used as evidence the statements of the writers themselves.

The disaffiliation from,·

the alienation with, and the rejection of the world and
people have moved out of the spectrum altog~ther as far as
readers are concerned.

Altogether, frustration is not

being able to escape from an absurdity appearing at the
· ma");erial and, social levels characterizing the modern Negro
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and his revolt.

The absurdity is that which can be seen

but cannot be obtained.
II.

PROCEDURE

This monograph will evolve through different
chapters representing the following steps.

The first

chapter concerns the general nature of the monograph form
and indicates and describes the particular ptirposes.
Thus, the general nature, the goals and objectives,
definitions, prooft and the procedures as steps constitute
the first step and the first chapter in presenting the
American Negro character.
Chapter Two details the position of alienation
insofar as Baldwin 1 s characters are concerned t and the
total alienation situation in which they operate on the
American scene and on the French scene.

Statements

indicating his specific relationships to the existential
theme of despair and suffering will be vim.1ea, (from
alienation), and the overall position of deprivation will
be analyzed, linguisticall7 in the following chapter•
Chapter Three contains the abrupt_ sentence patterns 9
terminology, and phraseology elements distinctive of the
Negro created by Baldwin's work.

The forms used by

Baldwin are primarily in the progressive tense.

,If

...
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Sentence Pattern II.is found, the reader may find that
Baldwin is directing himself to an outside world, but he
is not happy about such an orientation.

The intransitive

sentence carries the-emotions of alienation.

These

.·assertions, as quoted material, will be evaluated directly
for alienation, and for emotive verification •
•

Chapter Four develops an adequate description of
Plutchik 1 s theory generally, and its parts specifically,
as devoted to literary structures.

The arrangement,

expressions 9 and diction will be considered in terms of'
the emotive states they evoke, and as to the ·individual
emotions and their dyadinal crossings in terms of the
final emotive complexes resulting

from this'work.

Total

evaluation is noted in Chapter Five.
Chapter Five includes a survey of specific results
obtained from the examination of the type of sentence
patterns, idioms, and style in the writing

of Baldwin.

The results are evaluated in terms of significant differences and similarities.

The differences and

similarities, however, are viewed as to whether or not
they contain the differences within the same general
alienation
framework.
.

- .,

-

The results do show that there can

be answers for evaluating the short sentence patterns,
terminology, and phraseology as defined in the purpose.,
and that differences and similarities are detectable with
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respect to specific applications from a specific writer,
in this instance, James Baldwin.
'III.;

PREVIOUS WORK

As ft¥" as can be ascertained, there has been no
direct work
.

accompli~hed
.
'
..

on the abrupt sentence pattern,
.

glossology,
i;uid distinctive
forms
with
respect
to being
'
,,
.
.
.
.
'
directly
related to the position of alienation
•. H.
'
.
. L.
'

'

Mencken, 1n ~ American Language~ 6 has shown that. the
" '
'
. .
Negro has a simplified--or. at least different~-grammatical
'
.
'

-

'

'

'

structure

~ban

white

Ame~ioans.

His position, that many

words serve the ro+e of having a basis 1n "jive" or jazz
music; is borne·out in some instances, and will serve in
'

considering certain propositions found in the'use of the.
phraseology and terminology in Baldwin's work.

~fencken's

work shows that the dialect of the Negro carries the concept of that which is

"contemporary~"

1n the sense oi'

carrying along many forms of phraseology with which the
action of the individual is shown.

6H. L. Menoken.

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,

(New York:

The laneuage of the Negro and the language of the
"Beat Generation" are parallel in the ideas
expressed by their particular phraseology.

of revolt
The Negro

and the "hipster" are overcome by the horror of the world.
This horror causes them to disaffiliate themselves from
the rest ot society by their language.
of their language there is

~echnical

In the practice

resemblance.

Common

to the Negro and the "hipster" are theme, att:ftude, and

.

life

expres~ed

by

.

·startling expressions which reflect

their defeats, the att'ack of other people, and whose
•

quiet desperation is muted'Gby 'a self-destroying rage.
Much work in grammar, literary form, and meaning,
and s'tyle and stylistics bas been done in essays on the
.

language of literature.

The

t~cbniques

and methods of

approaching linguistical analyses involve the· approach
taken in this monograph.

s.

Samuel Levin,- Dell Hymes,

I. Hayakawa, Seymour Chatman, Monroe Beardsley,

James Baldwin, LeRoi Jones, David Masson, Ants Oraz,
P.hilip Wheelwright, John Hollander, Roger Fowler,
Richard Ohmann, Rulon Wells, Christine Brook-Rose,
.

.

Louis Milic, Micheal.Holliday, Roman Jakobson, and

'

'

'
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.

Raymond Williams· have focuseo on relationships of
.

.

phraseology_ a_s carrying human s·ense and sensibility to
different types of
literature..
'

·'·

The.relation of linguistic processes to perception
and cognition has received mu.ch attention from Eric
'

!

'

Lennebert,
J. Roberts, and Roger
..
.

w.

Brown. Work by

L. Nelson Francis, Jerrold J. Katz·, and E. Bagdy .. Atwood .
.'

'

'

.

'

'

.

furnishes considerable information·on the significance

~f ..language. used

. .

'

on ·, dj_f~erent levels of
. ,.

educated Americans.

~~ciety

by'

These writers make no -~pacific claims,

at. this point·,' however,
that 'they have measured
particular
.
'
.
. Patterns or usage equated with any

emot~ve

state.

They

did n9t- indicate
basic
use of terminology 'and.phraseology
.
,
. .
used by.the Negro .as significantly oriented t0to1ard
'

~

"snafl_" w.;.l';is with distinct and abrupt sentence patterns
.

.

based on destruotion,.deprivation, and rejection attitudes.
Insofar as specific alienation 'theory is con~ernet'I, and insofar as Plutchik 1 s emotive theory 'is ·
'
.
.

conce;ned, there has been no thesis or monograph wr'itten
o~ their applicability to linguistic patterns arid the
emotive~carrying

.

.

propensities.
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IV•

PURPOSES AND SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN

The purpose of this monograph is to demonstrate
that qualities of alienation can be found in, at least one
literary statement, and found objectively.

The purpose is

'
made more specific through indicating that the obj ectiv.e

discovery involves a consideration of some linguistic
aspects of the statements themselves.

The

over~all

purpose demands, further, that there must be something
uniqu.e about the linguistic statements found iri utterances
of alienation, unique in the sense of not having the
same features present in non-alienation writing.
There is a reali0ati9n that there is an inductive
procedure operating here.

There is no philosophical or

literary disagreement as to the basic elements.that
constitute the linguistic position.

Qualities of

alienation, at the present time, as found in literature
of all, types and through all kinds of individuals who
make these alienation statements,_ appear to be the same.
The~e

by

is little doubt that the statements made

some wri tars will have moi'e. and different qualities

present than would ]Je true of other writers.

However,

there may be reason to believe that the statements of
alienation made by an American Negro would be more

.,

18
intense and made

wi·~h

more frequency than a non-American

Negro.
The specific purpose will include showing the
progressive forms of alienation by the abrupt sentence
patterns, terminology, and phraseology which distinguish
the qualities of alienation.

Terminology consists of a

system of terms referring to a subjecti

phraseolo~y

refers more to the manner in which certain ideas are
expressed,

Because the usage of particular words

denoting alienation results from "suffering

'

11

.

"willing "

'

"deciding," and "choosing," and other unique attitudinal
reactions, the need for a scientific measuring device
as applied to these forms is required.

This device is

found in Plutchik's emotive theory.
Second, the position of alienation stated in this
monograph rests securely on showing that the American
Negro writer portrays the anguish of the Negro who
experiences a denial of rewards which a white person takes
for granted.

The cultural chasm which exists between

the Negro and the white person helps to point out the
alienation of the Negro from white society, the alienation
of the Negroftoom his own Negro group, and alienation
of the Negro from his

11

self."

Baldwin postulates the
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world

of

the Negro as that of "choosing," but through

"choosing, 11
of

11

suffering" is brought to bear on the life ·

'the·Negro~

The Negro is alienated; however, the

goals of the Negro· must be a proce·ss of "choosing" in
order to obtain these needs, but can he retain them after
they are gained or does· he reject the goals?
Associated with the states and processes of
"willing," "deciding, 11 "choosing,". and "suffering," what
the writer of alienation has chosen from himself must beean
emotive world.

The' position of alienation has no emotions

denied· to. the existentialist.

He demands no radically
'

different emotive qualities. What are the emotions or 'the
emotive-complexes associated with the position of.alienation?
According to the existential writer, Sartre states that
one has the right to take the liberty of choice; whiqh is
the liberty of conscious action,. total, and· absolute.
In choosing, one experiences a dreadful action, for to
choose means a fundamental uneasiness, or anxiety, of the
human condition.

The spirit of radical negation (the

obsess'ion with nothingness) is to. be found in the world of
Paul Valery, Andre Malraux, and· Albert Camus.

Malraux

and Camus mistake the intensity of sensation (a means of
being confirmed in one's own existence) for the rhythm and
warmth of life.

The emotions experienced as the individuals
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go tbrough a flow of experience are primarily expectancy,
apprehension, pessimism, dejection, resentment, contempt,
fear, rage, anger, disgust, loathing, desapir, guilt,
misery, hostility, and hate.

These emotions react and

can be equated with the various degrees or solitude,
isolation, and finally, alienation--even to the most
complete alienation, death.

Thus, alienation· is not a

·pure emotion,. but is· the result of emotive crossings to
get dyadic states.

Chapter IV explains the complete

question or the mixing of emotions.

CHAPTER II
THE ALIENATION OF THE NEGRO AS FOUND IN THE NOVELISTIC
ART OF JAMES BALDWIN

I.

THE.ALIENATED NEGRO

Alienation 1s, essentially, the state of being
cut-off°· from specific individuals and specific groups •
. The ind.ividual may be cut off from himself,· from hwiian
beings, ,generally, from human beings, specifl'cally,
'

-.~ i .

,'"

'

and from the physical world of things.

He may be

alienated in terms of that which is physical, 'that
which 1s-1ntellectual~ and that which is,emo.tive •
.>

Alienation, for an individual, is most acute when some
of the alienation ls based upon lemgp.age.
The individual ·may be alienated' because he cannot
communicate _wit!'\ some e;roups i11th which h\'J ci~s1res to
·,

identify himself, whether· politically, socially,
eccinoin1:cally, or cuiturally.

He may· al1enate himself

from himself because he cannot reach the image he
would like to rea'ch,_ or because he does not want to
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reach the image, as a reflection, beckoning him on.
He may find himself

a~ienatE!d

becaUSEl of,being pulled

in different direqtions
by things a.'ld people;
.
. . he may
fi~d

himself "fragmented"

by

what he

1~ould

do

~nd

be,

resulting in conflicts between what he is not.allowed
to do and what he is not able to be.
·There are many alienated people in American
society, many of them coming from the
groups.

War,.rapid changes toward

m~jor

or maj?rity

tech?ocr~cy,

social

stresses and strains, cultural sterility; and economic
disparity are
alienation.

~ome

of the motivating factors for

One of the strongest areas of alienation

is that which involves the· American Negro.

He

is

alienated in terms of himself and the white group, in
terms of himself and his own group 1 and il'). terms of
himself. He sees himself, if he bas some education,
desiring to move toward white goals and aspirations
while noting that these movements make him suspect by
both white and Negro.

He becomes alienated when he

considers his own plight.
group

Any move toward the major _
I

~emoves

him from the social concourse qf his own

Negro group and in a direction whioh ma.y result in
some rejection of some other group-oolor or some other
social class.
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Because he has received his education from an
American school system, he is conscious of its middleclass values.

He has a difficult time enjoying 5 in

reality, the values he has learned to recognize.
fact, he has always been isolated.

In

He is psychologioally-

isolated on the basis of his color when he moves to the
white group.

When he leaves his black broup, he is

isolating himself.
James Baldwin presents the isolation ana
alienation of both Negro and white, with .the can tr al
focus on the Negro, Rufus.

This monograph Will contain

linguistic proof of his alienation.

The title of the

book, Another Coµpty:y, in itself connotes alienation.
Much of the language centers around the sex act.
The violence of the sex act offers a concrete opportunity
to sh.ow that pressure is one area must blow-off in some
other particular area.

Where Rufus cannot escape

alienation from political, educational, cult'ilral,

s~cial 9

ethical, and religious ii!entification with the white
iace, he can avoid alienation in the very centrality of
th~

physical love act and experience.

Even here, as the

language will show, he finds himself alienating himself.
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While engaging in his amorous experiences, he
cannot enjoy the total fusion of the mind, body 1 and
spirit of another.

He is in another country, to~ whU~

loving; he is also despairing and sufferfng because he
is conscious of alienating his total personality from
love.·
:au:fus, a Negro•. and.one of the principal characters
of Ano_thel' Countr;y1 walks as one of the ·ral1en victims
of· ,soci~ty•

H1.s external self looks outward· as a

seeker --0f ' externals;
the inner self seeks
th~ out~r

self, but .only on its own terms oftrejectlng
Agonizing,. being in

any· absolute other ·than itself•
~·

'

}:'e4~on-with

.

'
'

'

.

,"

,·'

•'

pa+n• despairing, and choosing are· experiehci=d when
• J

.

-

"

\

Rufi.ts_ must live in a white society:

·'. · ·

••. ~the <~fcoo.ght of the city was .murd_erous--one of 'tho'se who had been crushec;i" on the
day, which was everyc day, these :towers
fe11·~·
Entirely &lone, and dying of it 1
he was a part of en unorecendented
multitude. ·
-

A11.enat1on is seen concretely by "weight," "murderous,"
"qrushed," "fell," "alone, 11 and

11

p.y1ng."

Rufus i_s

despairing because the weight ot the'qity.has crushed
him.

·'rhe weight represents the power needed by the ·

Negro which the white people possess.

He is more
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alienated because he is one of a multitude of Negroes
who lead a down-trodden existence.

He turns to the

problems of living with friends, neighbors, and mistress.
Living in the world which is controlled by the
whites, Rufus wanders helplessly through Harlem
remembering all the hating and despairing whic_h he has
endured.

The ghetto-like atmosphere of Harlem illustrates

the abhorrence of force:
He thought of the white policeman and
the money they made on black flesh,
the.money the whola .world made.
(p. 12)

The connotative meaning represented by the white
policeman evokes the hatred and contempt for all white
society. ·The presence of· the· police is an insult, for
the police represent the authority of the white world,
and that world's real intentions are for that world's
profit and ease.

Despairing only intensifies the

alienation of Rufus because he has to live within a
white society which makes the rules and regUlates his
life.

He has been born black in a white society that

will not ·accept him as an equal, and he will never be
permitted to live the kind of life he ·wants to live.
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A despairing and a suffering Rufus chooses a
relationship with a poor white southern girl, Leona.
His choosing is one of physical desire.

Rufus alienates

himself further when inflicting pain upon Leona, thereby
punishing himself and increasing his estrangement;
Under his breath he cursed the milk-white
bitch and groaned and rode his weapon
between her thighs. She began to cry.
! ~ you, he moaned, I'd give you
something to cry about, and at once, he
felt himself strangling, about to
explode or die. A moan and a curse tore
through him l~hile he beat her with all
the strength he had and felt the venom
shoot out.of ·him, enough for a hundred
black-white babies.

(p. 24)
The vengeance which Rufus feels for Leona ls expressed
through the terms "milk-white" and "black white."
Th.e target for his hatred is Leona because in punishing her he can restore himself.

Humiliatlng and

inflicting pain on the white girl glves ·sexual gratification to Rufus; he receives a morbid enjoyment in being
cruel.

Agony, pain, and suffering are necessary emotive

states of the alienated figure whether he inflicts them
on himself or sees them in others.
The retaliation of his hostility is deliberate
and mocking.

The violence directed against Leona reveals
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the

pun,~shment

or the attempted annihilation of the

"otheri"
Honey, you ain't got nothing to
cry about yet.

(p. 23)
This pseudo-communication directed toward Leona fails
in that she does not apprehend the meaning or the menace
of his words.

A.. foreboding of the future is presented

by Baldwin through the selection of the word

11 yet,.,

Butus, appealing with a "cry, 11 is cognizant of the
change which society must create in order ft:>r· both
races to live in harmony.
A misinterpretation of the function of the word
"cry" by Leona indicates that the word is
a different meaning.

perce~ved

in

Leona's perceptions appear to be

more superficial than the voiced threat of.Rufus-superficial because agonizing has not
played. an
.
..
consuniming part of her life. Leona pleads:
;

all~

Please don't hurt me.

(p. 25)
Leqna ''feels the pain .that accompanies begging.
suffe?'ing because her.ex-husband has taken her

She is
ch~ld

away.
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Now, Leona is asking for kindness from Rufus; but he
cannot help her because of his frustrated state.
Rufus's aggressiveness takes the form of feelings
and actions of anger and rage.

He resorts to physical

denunciations, verbal attacks; and slander•

In these

terrifying words Rufus expresses his wish to.Vivaldo:
"How I hate them--all of those white sons
of bitches-out there. They're.trying
to kill me; you think I don't know?·
They got the world on a string, man, the
miserable white cock suckers, and
·
they're tying that string around my neckt'
they're killing me--Sometimes I lie
here and listen, for a bomb1 man, to
fall on the city and make ail the
noise stop. I listen to hear.them
qrying, manf for somebody to come help
them. They 11 cry a long time before
I come down there." He paused, his
eyes glittering with' tears and hate.
"It's going to happen one of these
days, it's got to haprren. I sure
woula like to see it.'

(p. 62)
The interpretation of these bitter words communicates the
unhappiness and distress which Rufus is feeling.

Rufus,

alienated and alone, is fighting for someone to love
him or to love someone.

The love which Rufus wants to

explore is blocked by the fact that he is a Negro, and
his being black acts as a barricade to all that he seeks.
The appeal made

by

the

quotation above
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conveys the wish to make the white person suffer and
agonize as the Negro suffers and agonizes.
RUfus, detesting the white people as he does,
finds that he is unable to acquire any self-respect.
The question of living is as critical as finding meaning
of the "self. 11

The acts of aggression directed toward

Vivaldo are caused by the lonel.iness he feels from the
emptiness of his existence,

Inquiring about love,

Rufus asks Vivaldo:
"What do two people want from each
other, '1 ••• when they get together?
Do you know?" ••• ·11 How do you make
it happen'?" RUfus whispered, "What
do you do?" • , •
(p.

63)

The interminable suffering of aurus is emotional,
physical, and intellectual; therefore, he does not
experience love.

In his need.for acceptance, Rufus

is appealing for help from his white friend, Vivaldo,
Vivaldo's advice is rejected with difficulty a11d with
guilt because Rufus now has come to the realization
tJ:iat Vivaldo is the only white person who loves hlm.
Rufus, an alienated figure, withdraws from any meaningfUl
friendship.
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Rufus is caught in the agonizing matter of
deciding.

His deciding is in terms of being free from

the white man's world and expecting to be free from the· -·· · ·. -..:
·white man's claims.

In his suffering, Rufus decides

to die; he chooses. death in order to terminate his
agonizing. Rufus relinquishes his need for :!,dentification
in this world:
Something in Rufus which could not
break shook him like a rag doll and
splashed salt water all over his face
and filled his throat and his nostrils
with anguish. He knew the pain would
never stop. Ee could never go down
into the city again. He dropped his
head as though someone had struck him
and looked down at the water. It was
cold and the water would be cold, He
was black and the water was black. ·
(p. ?8)

The trap of being a Negro has driven him to bis death.
The violent emptiness which he has experiepced in life
is terminated by suicide.

Hatred for being black in a

white world mace Rufus protest against the "self' • 1•
'
This anti-social act portrayed
by Rufus's drowning

comes as a result of his physical environmentthis
biologicai limitations, his psychological make-up 9 and
.

his social environment. ·'.Society blocked his potentials
for achievement because

·''

'

he~~as

a product of Harlem.
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Rufus, a Negro, was being frus'l:;rated by a need for love
and recognition by the white people.

But he could not

accept.any love from them because of his contempt for
the white race,

RUfus tried to break the acceptable

social norms of the white society.

His inability to

achieve.any of his needs gave rise to feelings of
personal failure and anxiety which resulted in complete
al:l.enat:l.on--suicide.
The bitterness which Rufus directed toward white
society.was also_ directed toward God.

One might

question Bufus•s belief in the justice of God:
••• All right, you motherfucking
Godalmighty bastard, I'm coming
to you.

(p. 78)
His attitude, as stated in these terms, would lead one
to believe that God was in the same category as those
he abhorred.

The instances in which the term "mother-

fucking bastard" are used are always in reference to
white people.

His contempt for God, the creator, was

for making him black 1:n a white world.

Bufus was

seeking. identity with the white God, but the horrifying
reality is that he did not believe in Him.

In giving

himself up to suicide, Rufus takes on the whole
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responsibility for the white's betrayal of the Negro.
If 1 by his sacrifice 1 he docs not redeem the rregro
'

from his own culpability, Rufus, at least through his
example 1 sets up
·redemption.

~he

possib,il"ity of the Negro's

Bis death permits the other characters

to organize around a common cause, for Rufus can be
considered a sacrifice.
After the disappearance of Rufus, his sister,
Ida 1 requests the help of his friends, Cass and Richard
Silenski and Vivaldo..

Rufus's friends had known him

as a jazz performer in the Harlem night clubs.

The

solicitude of Rufus's white friends, especially Vivaldo,
gives Ida tho impression that maybe these particular
white people are concerned about the welfare of her
brother:
"Ida 1 '' Vivaldo was saying... "if
there's anything I can do to help
you find him--anything·at all--"
he stopped. "Hell," 11 I love him,
too, I want to find him, too.
r•ve been kicking myself all day
for· letting him get away last night.''
( p.

89)

Vivaldo proclaims his love for Rufus by offering to
assist Ida in her search for her brother.

But Vivaldo

realizes that his professed love for Rufus may be of
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little value.

At this crucial moment, Ida ls more than

apprehensive about -the

11

11fe" of her brother because

she ·ls aware· of his disastrous affair with the white
girl, Leona.
The.f1nd1ng of Rufus's body floating in the river
all9ws his white friends to examine their lonely' lives.
Neither Cass nor

_Rlcha~d

are able to express their

for each other ln their marriage.

Vivaldo realizes.too

late that hls' love for Rufus was unspolten.•
cation by Cass to

Er~c,

~ove

The notifi-

who ls living in.France,·

recreates the. ·remembrance of love for Rufus "which had

.

',···

been viple.nt a?id beautiful.

'

The uncer.tairity ·of love

and· needs.
unfulfilled had· impelled each character to
'
'

que:stlon·how remote love 'had become -in their lives.
Love repressed is not peculiar to the Negro alone·, but
can also be part of a white man's alienation.··
II.

THE. ALIENATED
WHITE
'

·Alienation of the white man may be brought about
by the ideals of society to which the white man cannot
adhere, or because he does not reach the ideals which
he expects of himself. · The conflicts· between a·ooiety 0 s
expectations and his own may make him withdraw completely
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into another country..
entitled,. Anll

Day~

The second part of Another Country
is presented by the southern white

character living in France..

The extreme unpopularity

of his racial attitudes and his social behavior., which
are traditionally upheld by the majority, made Eric
feel increasingly isolated and strange.

lle felt

instinctively that the white people were moving away
from him, a feeling which accounts :t'o!' the unconquerable
distance, increasing with the years, which st!'etched
between himself and his white neighbors.

This environ-

ment focused reality on principles and materiality
outside himself.

To protect himself, Eric leaves the

country and continues dreaming as he has in the past.
The aim of the dreamer is to go on dreaming and not to
be molested by the

world~

:But the fantasy of dreaming

is not protection against the world.

Economic, political,

and religious.considerations are some of the
reasons which lliade Eric move to France..

mot~vating
,.

In trying to

be free, Eric becomes more alienated from his

o~m·family

and social class.
Eric, an only child of a rich southern

eou~le,

experiences his first sexual contact with a young Negro
boy.

His appearance with his friend causes heads to
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shake.

But noth!ng ls sa!d because of the prom!nent

position.of his father who owned half the town:
Er1c •• encountered very often and
very soon, the hideous obsequ!ousness
of people who despised h1m but who
did not dare to say so. They had
long ago given up saying anything
which they really felt, had given
1t up so long ago that th~y were
not incapable of feeling anything
which was not felt by a mob •
. ( p. 171)

Eric, an alienated individual, symbolizes the al1enat1on
·that white people experience with the Negro.

By

"covering up, 11 the white society ls shutting off any
knowledge of the relationship between the white boy
and the Negro boy.

Baldwin denounces the wh1te

individual with possessing a heart incapable of any
true

emot!o~al

consideration.

In order to protect one's real self, all expectancy
is suppressed, and the emptier one's heart becomes, the
more alienated thecindividual becomes.

The guilt Eric

senses is the unbreakable taboo against any relation
between the Negro and the white:
And yet there was something absolutely
hwniliating !n h1s position; he felt
it very sharply and sadly, e.nd he
1tnew that LeRoy felt !t, too.·
(p. 172)

J6
Eric is

cognizan~

of society's reaction to his friendship

with the Negro, LeRoy.

The white people considered the

affection as a lack of respect, and the Negro people
suspected the amity as a base motive for the relationship.
Eric, wrestling with his desire for contact with ..the
Negro, becomes more alienated
alienated with himself.
b~

frc~

his friend· and more

Eric reinforces his alienation

a masochistic type of love for LeRoy,· one depending

on suffering and humiliation for sexual gratification.
The discontented Eric signifies his failure in
homosexual love, but also indicates his failure in his
relationship to all people and with the whole world.
The relationship between men illustrates the qualities
of openness, selflessness, and tenderness which ls seen
at the heart of every meaningful human relationship
as expressed by Baldwin through his language.

But Eric

is unsuccessful in, recognizing and accepting his own
personality.

The character of' his love for LeRoy has

crippled his ability to love thereby making him more
e·stranged.
Baldw1nts art reveals the frantic image of man
looking for answers, and tlle inadequacy of the questions
which man asks of himself, of others, of living, and

of God.

A condemnation of the Church helps to perpetuate

the idea that man is unable to love:
All of the beauty of the town, all
the energy of the plains, and all
the power and dignity of the people
seemed to have been sucked out of
them by the cathedral. It was as
thoUgh the cathedral demanded, and
received, a perpetual, living
sacrifice.
(p. 186)

The innocence and purity which Baldwin's agonizing
characters seek is not found in God, because they do
not believe in Hime

By obscuring the acceptance of

God, the characters continue their despairing and
suffering in living.

Only the homosexual relationships

are described as being clean, washed, and empty.

This

emptiness is satisfied by "filling-in" which Sartre
explains as filling the void of the alienated individual.
Baldwin's men choose love of man.

Sex is not only a

declaration and a proof of this love, but also an
acceptance of be.coming more alienated.
Baldwin's role as a spokesman for the Negro is
committed by the belief that man's fate can only be
changed through interaction of the Negro and the wh1 te .
..

person.

If the Negro is given stature, he will find

freedom to discover and achieve his own

11

self."

~

.....

-~
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Acceptance and involvement of other people through love
requires courage which few of Baldwin 1 s characters
ever achieve.

The process of love be'tween thiii' Negro

and the white person offers the possibility of improving

the hixraa,zi. condition which is reflected in the 'language
of Another Countrv•
Another Coµntry denounces the imprisonment of the
Negro by the white world, and the web of social illusions
the white person has woven to veil the fact.

The role

of the Negro and the white person is built on '·a desperate
need to find meaning in living.

Baldwin's characters

tallt about the possibil1 ty of making life more meaningful,
but their moments of illumination are threatened by
fatalism and despair.
The intimate relationshiJ)s or' ·Baldwin 1 s characters
to the allenation theme possess nearly numer·ous support
from the sentence patterns, terminology, and cluster
forms shO\<ring the progressive alienation of the individual.
In Chapter Three, specific examples of be + jiredicate
and Sentence Pattern II will be taken from Another
Country to demonstrate the relationship of these· forms

to the aliena·i;ion theme.

CHAPl'ER III

'sEN'l'ENQE: ·PATTERNS, TERMINOLOGY t AND CLIJS'l'ER FO.~MS
Sentence patterns:, terminology·, and .cluster forms
used 1n: .the novel, .Another country, demonstrate·,, ,-tonal.. '
wise·, P.rocess through the many ~1ng forms·. The forms

.

l"

_.,.._., .-,

•'

are pr.im!=IZ:.ily in the progressive tense, and in"tenses
which ha,:v'e direct objects..

But 1n each 0ase: the., direct

.

object variety (often of the NV NN variety and. o'f'ten of
the vari.i:!ty where the adverb is part of a verb l return
Baldwin.•s· hero to himself or to some other tormen'ted.~

'.

self.

.:....

•

·~·.

•1 '

'

Again,: the Pattern II. sentence will force".the

character' to the consideration of an objective world
he or she does not care to contemplate.

The alienation

tones c'arry the heavy and bitter tones of ane;er_, panic,
rage, fear, and loathing.
'l'hen, too, the phonemic combinations are
significant;

examples will be chosen from quotations

to indicate the phonological tones, but also to indicate
that the phonology serves to "dislocate," to fracture
the syntax, and to induce the wandering and departing
tones of meaning.,

chapter will be developed in the following

~hi.s
~•[;
;-

,'

'

pattern.: . first, ·the obvio12s -ing forms;,.and .;their heavy·,
{'•

but, trailing tones will be noted•

Next; the direct

object sentences will be evaluated in terms of their
'

• \If•,'

sub'•patterning as verb + adverb.

,,,q

The third step will

be that of focusing on a psychological fact•

In·English,
'

adjectives before the ·noun carry the meaning that. colors
the rest· of the sentence.

This phenomenon, as appearing

in Bald\iin's novel, will be illustrated.

The fourth step

will center on specific phonemic combinations as the

11

k 11

terminal, as the heavy and brutal consonantal tones
· commencing with the
of

11

d, 11

11

t

0

11

11

b" phenomena, .and the heavy incidence

"p," and "er" stopped words within the word,

usually in the medial position.
Finally, three or four graphs will demonstrate
the generative rhetoric which serves to move :the meanings
away toward a·. dead and whimpering end, or which, on the
other hand, attempt a circularity.

r.

~

± predicate sentence patterns
In Another Co12ntry, the emphasis must be on the

language structures which carry the process form indicated
·by the be+ predicate sentence pattern.

A lack of
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organization and specificity are indicated stylistically
by the be + predicate sentences followed by tra111ng
vague

statements~

Alienation of' the individual ia shown

by the prolonging of anguish as illustrated by the be +
predicate structure.;
The following statements will reveal a heavy
concentration of sentences whose patterns express the
continuing process, being the core of the alienatio1'l
writer, in this case, James Baldwin:
The music was loud and empty; no
one was doing anything at all, and
it was being hurled at the crowd
like a malediction in which not even
those who hated most deeply any
longer believed~
(p• 10)

rt had been a terrible night.
with rain pouring down like great
tin buckets, filling the air with
a roaring, whining clatter •••
(p• 32)

He was crying, silently•·•

(P• 99)
Except for someone--a man-weeping in the front row;there
was silence all over the chapel;.
(p. 106)

••·I don't know what he was
pretending, that everything was
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great, I guess--while his wife was
going crazy in tbe hardware store
we've got.
(p. 9?)

Vivaldo didn't want to know my
brother was dying because he didn't.
want to know that my brother would )
still be alive if he hadn't been
born black.
(p.

295')

Process depends on the continuing or completed
action.

The infinitive will not serve because the

infinitive is too universal.

Individuality is the

concern of the alienated individual.

The be + predicate

structure is central to the alienated characters because
their lives are a consciousness of their own state of
being.

They can·gain their awareness only through a

flCMing of experience:
He pulled her against him while
she wept 1 a thin, tired girl, unwitting heiress of generations of
bitterness. He could think of
nothing to say. A light was slO\ily
turning on inside of him, a dreadful light.

(p. 5'5')
••• and now Rufus sat very still,·
pressing darkness against his eyes,
listening to the music--he had,
suddenly, without knowing that he
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was going to 1 thrown the whimpering 1
terrified Leona onto the bed 1 the
floor, pinned her against the table
or a wall; she beat at him weakly,
moaning 1 unutterably abject; he
twisted his fingers in her long pale
hair and used her in whatever way he
felt would humiliate her most.

(p. 50)
A heavy and unusual reliance on the be +
predicate form found in Baldwin°s 1 Another Country
gives credence to alienation as a literary trend.

Thia

trend establishes the point of view that all is process
with.nothing complete in itself.

The be+ predicate

form carries the connotation of process rather than of
completlon 1 repr.esent1ng the action of the state for
its own sake. .
The

char~cters

1n Another Country do not believe

in the intellectual, spiritual. and physical absolutes
which mankind usually upholds.

The rejection of·

esaentialism by the characters confirms that their
way of living and existing is for today.

Feelings of

despair 1 agony 1 and suffering are their existence.

Life

is a.continuing crisis.
II.

Pattern II••.!J!!a•patterning .i.!l. verb

.± adverb

In Sentence Pattern II 1 the action which started
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1n pos1t1on A is carried over to position B.

An adverb

l!laY be added in the fourth position as in these sentencesz
Rufus lost his cool instantly. (p. 64)
Eric looked at Rufus

contempt~ously.

(p. 202)

The Silenskies ate dinner silently. (p •. 206)
The adverb is that part of speech which, when its
position is moved from its normal fourth position in the
basic sentence structure, slows down the speed of the
sentence.

Note the change in phonological speed when

the adverbial constructions are.shifted to the left1
Instantly, Rufus lost his cool.
contemptuously, Eric looked at Rufus.
Silently, The Silenskles ate dinner.
The adverb in the first position is usually found in
non-literature where the object is to describe or to
promote intellectual thought.

The speed of the sentence

is slowed down giving the reader more

t~me

to contemplate,

because the adverb_slows the speed of the sentence when
the adverb occupies the first position.
The adverb can be identified by the stress carried,
in context, on one-syllable words and on the final
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syllable of a multi-syllable word .

The stress carried

on the adverb of a a lngle syllable, 1n sentence context,

ls always prlmary--of full stress:
They keep you nere because you're
black, the filthy, white cock suckers,
wh1le they go around jerking themselves
of f w1th all that Jazz about the land
of the free And the home of the brave .

(p. 295)
I don't know what, not polson exactly,
but d1rt, waste, r 1~ th, and I'd never
be able to get 1t out of/ me , never be
able to get that stink out of me.

( p.

355)

The f 1nal syllable of ea adverb, in sentence context,
does not receive more than a tertiary stress:

They perished ~ 1t hi n their desp1s ~d
clay tene~ents, 1n 1solat1on, pass1ve'l.y,
or activel y together, 1n mops, th1rst1ng
and seeking for, and even~ua'l ly reeking
of blood .
\P •

255)

Then he felt himself fnlllng, o s
though t he weary sea had failed, had
wr~pped him about, and he was plunging
d o wn--plung1ng as he desperately
thrust and struggled upward .

(p. 325)
The adverb 1n the fourth position oarr1es the strongest

' .,..

~··

~,.,
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feeling of emotion.
8

The preoeding adverbs, "off," llout,"

passively," and "down," demonstrate the suffering of

the alienated charaoters in trying to be free.
III.

psychological process gt, !!12 position .2!
adjective ~ related !£ ~ ~·
-

~

!!12

The adjective is foundiin two main positions.
'
'
'
First, the adjective, which focuses
on some
part
of the

noun, is found before the noun.

When ths adjective

1s before its noun, the sentence carries more emotional
power than when the adjective follows the noun.

When

the adjective follows 'its noun dlrectly, and when the
adjective is a predicate adjective, the sentence loses
emotional force and appeals more to thought.
The emphasis is not on words but on the interrelationships between the positioning of the adjective
to the noun.

The adjective, '1blaok," presents an idea

and one's feeling may be formulated as an impression,
but never as a

11 pure 11 thought.

In the phrases below

the remarks will be directed toward the

11

thousht-feeling

complex" that is evoked by the position of the adjective •
••• sensing rather than seeing the
frantic black people •••

(p. 10)

\

\
\
'
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••• a dreadfUl light.
(p. 55)

••• like the pain of a toothache of
a festering* wound.
(p. 70)

••• the same intolerable pressure in.
his chest.
. . ,_ .. ,

"{'

(p. 44)
.••• treating him ·as nothing more than
a hideous sexual deformity.
·

(p. 44)
'• •• they were so solemn about it,
. sweating* z.ellow pigs, and so vain, like ",
that sad little· piece of meat was making
mirac:teS happen •••
(p. 355),

· He heard his own harsh breath, coming
from far away; he heard the drulllll11ns*
ra1n.o ••
(p. 325)

Vi valdo seemed to have fallen thro.ugh
a sz:eat hole 1n time, back to his
innocence •••
(P• 325)

·The adjective before the noun expresses th~
power or emotive intensity communicated by the rhythm
*Verb by structurei adjective by function.
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of the expression.
the word,

11

The words,

11

frant1c black," dominate

people," implying strong feeling as opposed

to thought.

The same powerful force ls associated with

"intolerable pressure."

The quality of

11

1ntolerab1e"

connotes an unpleasant aspect, giving a complex of thoughtfeel1ng.

11

Sweat1ng yellow p1gstt gives emotive tones

which are powerful and offensive toward the group implied.
The "weak .little" ·is associated with smallness.

Aweak

feeling 1_s presented by the smallness of llplece, 11 and
the positioning of the adjective before the noun.· The
position of

11

harsl:i, tt

11

drumm1ng9 11 and ••great 11 as predicate

'·

adjectives loses some emotional force, and appeals more
•'

to _thought.
T.he postnom1nal a,i;l:,ject1ve
after the noun ls less
...
';"

emo.tive, and. e~presses more reflective thought.

The

variant· _of the adjective to the postnominal posit_ion and
not the.<usual prenominal pattern emphasizes thought over
• ·I•

an emotional responsez
••• he felt clear, washed, and empty,
waiting to be filled.

(p, 32.5)
••• 1t was as though I was dirty, and
you had to wash me, each time.

(p. 3.56)
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The tone and speed of statements change when
adJeoti~es are shifted to the right of the noun.

Less

emotive but more thought provoking are the words "olear, 0
"washed," "empty," and "dirty" after the pronoun.

The

positioning of.the above adjectives gives one time to
reflect, upon the communication of thought as well.as
feelings •
. Phonologically, the adjective is longer.than
any other part of speech in English.

The word, .. in

proportion to its constituent phonemes, is longer than
is true of any other part of speech with the same quantity
of. phonemes.

A consideration of particular phonemes is

illustrated in step four.
IV.

Phonemic combinations g!

~ ~ .t.e~r•m~i~na--=-1

sound

Now he stood before the misty doors
of the jazz joint, peering in, sensing
rather then seeing the frantic black
people on the stand and the oblivious,
mixed crowd at the bar. The music was
loud and empty...
~

He felt

bla~,

.

(p •. 10)
''"'""'"":"'~.,......

filthy, and foolish.
(p,. '70)

••• that's what they were like, alone,
where only a black girl could •'....·
see-them •••

-

(p. 355)

so
The word "frantic" begins with "f" a soft, feminine
sound and ends with the sound of "k" a hard masculine
sound.

Also the sound of the "t" with the "k" in the

last syllable emphasizes the brutal consonantal tones.
"Frantic," itself, carries the meaning of wild with
excitement, passion, fear 0 pain, and frenzy.

The repeated

use of the word "black," emphasizes the heavy beginning
sound of the "b" plus the terminal "kn sound.

Meaning

is presented within context by the fact that the Negro
race is involved or enveloped in darkness.

The word,

"black" with its heavy sounds, serves to enforce the
desolation and alienation of the Negro.
"Music" and "like" are combinations of feminine
beginning sounds, but the harsh terminal sound of the
phoneme,

11

k 1 11 modifies the sound of "music" and "like. 11

The words are more neutral in sound rather than having
a strong positive or negative sound.
The heavy brutal "b" and "d" sounds alternated
with the feminine 11 0 11 ~ the long t11d sounds.
Reep, ~eep behin£ the carefully hoo£e~
~nd noncommittal eyes, the jungle howle£
and lunged and bright dead birds lay

Scatteres:

-

-

- -

-

(p. 299)
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Richard was being klnd, he told himself,
but 1n-h1s heart he accused hlm Of
cowar!!lce.
(p. 68)

••• trou21e with the landlo1"d, with the
ne1ghbors 1 with all the-adolescents in
tho Village, w1th all those who descended
during the week ends.
- -

-

-

The multipllc!ty of tile reom:2•lng '1b 11 phoneme at
the beginning of a word stresses the harshness oi' the
language.

A combination of the "b" and

11

d 11 phonemes

within the same word emphasizes the brutality of sounds.
The

11

a~

phoneme signals situations which are difficult

physlcally 1 emotionally, and intellectually for the
individual.

!!12 !t!!,

~ ~

phonemes

It had been a terrible night. with
rain-pouring down-like great tTn buckets,
filling the a!r u1th a roar!ng, whining
clatter, and making l1ght and streets as
flu!d as itself.
- -

-

-

(p. 32)

And what were these terrors. They
were buried benea!h the-im~ossible
language of the time, live~ underground
where nearly all-of the t1me 1 s true
feelings SJ?ij:,efully and !ncessan!lY
fermen!ed.

(p. 168)
The numerous times in which the "t" phoneme occurs
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stresses the sputtering and spite of the "t" sound within
the words: . "time•" "true•"

II

terrible," "night•" "tin, 11

"buckets," :11 01etter, 11 "terrors• 11 and ''fermented. 11

The

"P" phoneme' in ''pouring" gives a pz·olonging and trailing
effect whic.h ls doubly emphasized by the -ing ending.
The

~

sound 1!l stopped words, usually

1!! .la!.! medial position •

. He pulled her against him while she
wept, a. thin, tired, girl, unwitting,
heiress of generations of bitterness.

-

-

-

(p. 55)

••• it came in waves like the pain
of a toothache or a festfil,".lng wound.

(p. 70)
They perished within their despised
clay tenements •••

255)..

(p.

"Tired," "heiress,., .. "generations," "bitt'erness, 11
"festering," and "perished" have the long

11

er 11 medial

sound, giving a heavy and trailing sonance to.the' words.
Coupled with the heavy sounds of ut, 11
"b," and the

11

11

d 1 11 "h, 11 "g, 11

p 11 the "er" accentuates the progressive

hardness of the words •.
The heavy incidence of the "b, ''

11

d," "t," "p,"
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and "er" phonemes within the same words as in .!!_es.E,ise.!!_,
s.E.ilefully, l!ll:ri£le, and l!ll:ro£, emphasizes the brutality
and harshness of the language as used by Baldwin in
Another Country.

Occasionally, the word may begin with

a feminine phoneme and end in a masculine phoneme trailing
off with the -ing sound, giving the alienation trend.
The following charts present an audio-visual process of
alienation.

v.

Generative rhetoric
Rain, a recurring element in the rhetoric of
James Baldwin, symbolizes his man in anguish, the man
who is in anguish because he cannot control his situation.
The flowing away and ebbing process continues in life,
making the characters more discontented in living.

A

progressive discontent with living brings frustration,
panic, rage, and eventually total alienation.

A distaste

and a loathing for the type of existence he lives brings
man to the realization that living gradually brings death.

PRbCESS OF ALIENATION

FILLING THE AIR

WITH A CLATTER
ROARING

~

FRAGMENTATION

WHINING

LIGHT
STREETS
( BUILDINGS

FLOWING AWM
DISSOLVING

1IS FLUID J\S

ITSELF

~

PROCESS OF ALIENATION

HE WAS RUNNING,
.
RUNNING,
RUNNING
HE COULD NOT REMEMBER
BLINDED BY RAIN BEATING DOWN
WET VmES DRAGGED AT HIS FEET AND LEGS
THORNS AND NEEDLES TORMENTED HIS HANDS AND FEET
FLEEING
SEEKING

FLOWING

AWAY

FRAGMENTATION
DISSOLVING

PROCESS OF ALIENATION
WATER OUTSIDE
POWER FAILmG
WAI.IS COMING IN
FILLING CRYING MOUTHS
WATER BREAKING LIKE A WAVE

FILLING THEIR EYES

TEARING AWAY THEIR CLOTHES
DISCOVERING THEIR SECREIS
AS

DISSOLVING

THE

FRAGMENTATION
WATER

FLOWmG PMNl
COULD

PROCESS OF ALIENATION
HIS ENEMY WAS UPON HIM
..

'""1

SALT BURNED HIS Ems

HE PRESSED AGAINST THE ROUGH, WET

wm

· · HOW" TO ESCAPE
HOW TO DEFEAT Tm: ENEMY
DREADFUL SOUNDS FILLING THE EARm

WAILING

TROMBOJ:lES
CLARINETS
DRUMS

-

PLAYING THE BWES

FRAGMENTATION
FLOWING fMPi'l
DISSOLVING

~

...

•··
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The heavy and UllUsual reliance on the be +
predicate and the sub-patterning of Pattern Two as
verb + adverb forms found in Baldwin•s, Another Country,
establishes alienation aa a literary trend.

Thia trend

demonstrat.es the gradual and complete estrangement of
man which is process with nothing complete in itself.
The connotations of the be + predicate and the verb +
adverb represent action for its own sake.
'l'he main characters in Another Countr:v·have
'

'

'

rejecte'd the absolutes of the intellectual, spir!tt1:al 1
'

.

and physical world which man traditionally has tried
to iu>}l.oldo

These _men of· Baldwin exist only for real! ty.

'
'!'heir fe'elings of suffering, agonizing, and despairing

are the_ signs that they exist.

Suffering becomes a

way of life for them.
Suffering, agonizing, and despairing are carried
by the adjectives and the heavy phonemes1
11 tp 11

11

b,ilf "d, 11

and, "p, 11 in a combination of stopped words and a

combination of the

11

er•1 sound.

Since crisis must. be

carried by words, the application of Plutchik's theory
will be applied in Chapter Four to ascertain the intensity
of different emotions.
considered brutal.

Baldwin's language may be

'l'he vocabulary of interrelated word-
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sounds and interrelated meanings illustrates the unconsciousness of the process.

In Chapter Four, the idea

of association communicates the unconscious and· the
conscious ideas as expressed in the language.

CHAPTER IV
PLUTCHIK'S THEORY AND ITS SPECIFIC APPLICATION
TO THE EMOTIVE STATES AROUSED THROUGH
PROCESS, ADVERB, ADJECTIVE, AND PHONEME FORMS

Dr. Robert Plutchik presents facts and theories
of the emotions which ls central to his work in psychology, sociology, politics, and literature.

The intensity

of emotion, persistence of emotion, and the problem of
individual differences are experienced in these fields.
Language expresses the emotive states of man, as well
as his sensorlal and intellectual views.

Particularly,

the individual is concerned with his own existence.
Because the individual ls primarily concerned with the
problem of living, he avoids a philosophy that will
place hlm in the world of intellectual objectivlsm, and
since his awareness of the self 1s always a subjective
topic. the only course left to him is the world of
emotions.

The challenge presented to Dr. Plutch1k and

teams of psychologists the world over was producing an
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effective theory in reference to the emotions producing
a single, integrating, and comprehensive emotive theory
which would be relevant to e.11 human attitudinal experience.
(An emotion is defined here as e. complex set of'beliefs;
plus attitudes.)
The variation of ·emotive intensities is designed
to observe a wide range of facts or observations in a
structural model.

One discovers that attitudes exist,

but pure emotions do not exist.
have ·a relatively brief life.

'

In actuality, pure

emotions

The ••crossing" of certain

emotions within certain emotive states gives the individual
an entity which makes the discovery of the individualdifference complex.
From the observations done, the current theory came
out with the following postulates;
1.

There is a small number of pure or primary
emotions.

2.

All other emotions are mixed: that is,
they can be synthesized by various combinations of the primary emotions.

J.

Primary emotions differ from each other
with regard to both physiology and behavior.

4.

Primary emotions in their pure form are
hypothetical constructions or idealized
states whose properties can only be
inferred from various kinds Of evidence.
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·5.

Primary emotions may be intellectualized ·
in terms of pairs of polar opposl:tes.

6•

Each emotion can exist in varying·d~~rees
of intensity or levels of arousa1.1 .

-·

·- .....

Eight primary emotions represent"the. basic
dimensions of emotion applicable to all men .a·s agr.eed
by the teams of psychologists.

The following states

or dimensions are in definite order and locatioi:i with
regard to each other; in order, Incorporation, Rejection,
Destruction, Protection, Reproduction, Deprivation,
Orientation, and. Exploration.

Within each emotive state

one finds several degrees of emotion.

These emotions

differ in terms of intensity among themselves.

(Each

state varies in its emotive index as compared and contrasted with the other emotive states.)
The ensuing list summarizes the eight basic
prototypic dimensions:
INCORPORATION..

The act of taking in or ingesting

food represents a basic prototypic pattern of behavior
indicating acceptance of stimuli from the outside world
'

.......

·- .. --- ··7 - ~'

7Robert Plutchik. The Emotionsr Facts, Theories,
and a New Model. (New York: ·Random House_, 2962-),

'ppr 41-42.•
.....··

6J
\
I

into the or;ganism.
~eing

generally

Such stimuli may be thought of as

benef iclal or pleasurable for the

individual.J
REJE.CTION.

This represents a kind of riddance

reaction. ·aeJection is the prototype of behavior
I

involved iIJ! getting :rid of something harmful which
,

I

already,~

~

incorporated.

I
DESTRUCTION.

This prototypic· pattern of behavior

occttrS whenl the organism contacts a barrier

t~ the
1

satisfaction of some need, and consists essentially
~

attempt !£.destroy

the only

I

i~ividual

~

barrier.

1.!!

Apparently, man is

perceived as a barrier to the satis-

i

faction ,Of ris own needs SO that destruction is attempted
in various ways against himself.
PROTECTION.
.

The prototypic protection response

I

'

I

occurs basically
under conditions of pain or .threats of
..
I
pain or.destruction
•
I
"

I

being destr?yed.
'

.Protection is an attempt to· avoid

Prote9tion responses are more rie'cessary

I.

and meaningful, and thus protection plays a cen.tral role
.

.

i

in affecting all behavior. Retreating, flight, freezing,
i
playing
dead,
or contracting to the smallest possible
.
'I
posttion ·a:r~ attempts to be inconspicuous.8
--

!

.,

,.

8IbiJ., PP•
I
I
I
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REPRODUCTION.

This term ls used to represent the

prototypic response associated with sexual behavior.
Pleasure ls presumably associated with all forms of
sexual behavior, and may be defined in terms of approach
and maintenance-of-contact tendencies.
DEPRIVATION.

The loss of a pleasureful obJect

which h,as been contacted o_r incorporated .1s 'associated
with a l:irot?typic behavior pattern generally
.~ ': "

~' \

'

desorlb~d
, ,~

as grief., or sadness.

The loss of. something
'p'pssessed
or
.·
.
;·
' ..
enjoyed \is defin?d by the word depr1:va:tion:. · }
..
.:'
.oa'I'ENTATION~ The· pattern of behavior :whla.h occurs
'

..

, ':

:'.

when an organism
contacts
a new or ·s.trange ob'ject·' ls
. -.
..
This reaction ts usual:l_y :;transient
kn~wn aa:',or1entat1on.
-

)",

'·,_

... '; '~!

_,

.

. '...

. ,'. ~· '

.

• l

and ·exists so long as the object remains. :unev~lua'ted in

. ...

-.

,

• t

'

•'

,

terms oi: harm or ·benefit. pain-or pleasure.

,

~I,

' /-·

~

•

'.i

If the

obj,ect p'roduces pain, the pattern
becomes protection;
.
, .
.
- 'f
if':the· pa,ttern produces pleasure, the- e!llotion·
may
change
'
' '!,
.

I

'

'

'~

tp :1:nco:rporat1on or reproduction.
EXPLORATION.

'''£

This dimension refers to the more-

·.

or•less·random activities organisms use to explore
environment.

Exploratory behavior seems to be

and almost continuous.

~heir

spon~aneous

Curiosity and play are the labels
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which humans refer to as explorat1on.91
The eight primary emotion dimensions are

rep~esented

by bipolar factors or axes with protection versus
destruction, rejection versus incorporation, 'deprivation
versus reproduction, and exploration versus orientation.
Usually, the individual thinks of joy as opposed to
sadness, acceptance to disgust. anger to fear 0 ·and surprise
to expectation.

The dimension of deprivat1orr would involve

the intensity levels of pensiveness, gloominess, dejection,
sorroii, and grief; the rejection dimension, tiresomeness,
bor_edom, d1sl1.ke, disgUst, and loathing.

:By these two

observations qtruotural models are represented on the
following pages to show the bipolar nature of the eight
emotl~e

states and the implicit intensity dimension.
The bipolar nature of the primary emotions and

the theory of color was noted by McDougall (1921).

The

eight primary emotions ere oonoe1ved as hues varying 1n
degree of 1ntermixture and intensity. and arrayed on e.n
emotion~o1rcle

resembling a oolor-uheel.

On the emotion-

circle the primary emotions opposite each other are
complementary by the fact that mixing produces a psychic
or biological grayness.

A gradation of emotions around

the circle constitutes a mixture or combinations of the
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primary emotions found 1n life.
The shape of the emotion-circle can be dissected
as half an orange w1th the greatest emotion intensity at
the top as illustrated in the 11.i:Ult1-D1mension Model Of
The Emotions.

The emotions at the lower intens1t,1es ar.e

less distinguishable as implied by the model.
emotions arc placed adjacent to each other.

Similar
The similarity

of emotions are studied from facial expressions, connotations of emotions words, and psysiological patterns of
exprecs1on.

Usually, one is able to make finer discrim-

inations' with negative emotions than with positive emotions.
Tho number of words for negative emotions exceeds those
of'

the positive emotions as ls reflected in Baldwin's

language in Another Country.

A

CROS5-S£CTIDN

OF

THE. £MOTION-SDI.JD*

JOY

SUR PRIS'~
ANT IC I PA TION

01 SGUST

f f AR

SORROW

*Robert Plutchik·. The Emotions:_ Fagt)' Theories, filll1 ~
New Model. (New York: Random House, 19 2 , p. 113.

! MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODEL .2f .1fil; EMOTIONS

*

ECSTASY
ACCEPTANCE ·

RAGE
VIGILANCE

AMAZEMENT
TERROR

LOATHING
GRIEF

FEAR

SADNESS
DISGUST

SET

. *Robert Plutchik. l.!lla Emotions:· Facts; Theories, and ,a
1:!fil[ Model. (New York: Random House, 1962), P• 111.
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These eight prototypic dimensions of emotions are
1

basic to all organisms from the lowest up to man •. A
numerical scale has rated the eight emotions in terms
of the degree of intensity that they represent, using
a model of 1 to 11.

A very low intensity of emotion

would be 1.

Six on the scale indicates a moderate level

of emotion.

Eleven shows a maximum or a very high level

of intensity of the emotion.

The following table, taken

from Plutchik 1 s cited text, indicates 9 specifically, the
dimensions, their emotions, and their relative intensities,
numerically related.

(In this text, the Plutchikian chart

carries the numbers to two decimal places to the right
of the point.

In this data, considering the accuracy

one may work to, the nlimber is rounded off to one decimal
place to the right of the point.)

The eight prototypic

dimensions, the emotions, and their intensities are shown
in this table,

The eight prototypic dimensions are crossed

in·tbe sense of having individual emotions cross.

The

experience which man faces is not the result of a single
emotion; the attitudes which man possesses is a result
of experiences composed of beliefs--precepts or thoughts-plus the effect when the emotions are crossed.

EIGHT PRDffiRY EMOTION DIMENSIONS*

Dimensions
Destruction

Reproduction

Incorporation

Orientation

Protection

Deprivation

Rejection

Exploration

Rage

Ecstasy

Admission

Terror

10

4.2

Astonishment

Grief'

9.9
Anger

Joy

Acceptance

8.4

8.1

4

Annoyance

Happiness

Incorporation

5

(.1

3.6

*Robert

114.

10

Amazement

Panic

8.3

9.8

Surprise

Fear

7.3

8

Loathing

8.8

Anticipation

9.1

7.3

Sorrow

Disgust

Expectancy

7.5

7.6

6.8

Dejection

Dislike

Attentiveness

6.3

5.5

5.9

Pleasure

Apprehension

Set

5.7

6.4

3.6

Serenity

Timidity

4.4

p.

9.3

4

Gloominess

Tiresomeness

5.5

4.5

Calmness

Pensiveness

3.3

4.4

Plutchik~ _-~Emotions:

Facts, Theories, and!_ New Model.

(New York:

Random House, 1962),

"
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The emotions work much the same as two colors
on a color~~ircle.
'·

An adjacent pair of primary emotions

can be combined to attain an intermediate mi'xed emotion.
Calling Destruction--I, Reproduct1on--II, Incorporat1on--III,
orientat1on--IV,
Protection--V, Deprivation--VI, Rejec,
'

tion--V:!I, and Exploration--VIII, one finds ·;t,J;le following
' . '' .,.
"·.~
dyadic'cl'.osses. A combination of two adJace.nt emotions

result~·:'.1n
primary dyads as given below:
.···:'.

''·

··.

' ';, 'i'

•'

::

Primary D:vads

... -

'

'

' ' 'r·

·

'•

!,,~~

.,

anger + joy = pride
. ,'
-joy + acceptance = love, i'riendlin'.e'ss
acceptance + surprise = curiosi t;f' 1 i,
surprise + fear = alarm, awe · :: ·.,.
, :<; · fear + sorrow = despair, guilt ;· ,· , :· ~:; .
.,::•,; sorrow + disgust = misery, remo;t"S~~·::,
.;·,
·
forlornness
,. ·, ;;
'.·: · expectancy + anger = aggression, ·'r:~venge,
:1 "
and stubbornness.
!IJ
.'
. '•
'
. '
.
.'";' ·
,..... ·
:.. ·

The mind·
'.Can mix emotions with every other eni:otive
state
.- '
-, ·,
the sa~e'.as one mixes colors on the color-whe'el; · '1. I
,

II·:.
I

·:

,. •

'

IV:;- 'rir
-

=

and VIII + II.

'

v;

IV +

vr; v +

',

VII; VI +

'~ ·, 1~1

,

vrr:t';
-

-,;

,

' I

= III;

VII +

,

r;

The following secondary dyads would resultc
Secondary Dyads

anger + acceptance = dominance
joy+ surprise =·delight'
·

-

., :

io[bid., PP• 117-118.
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acceptance + fear = submission, modesty
surprise + sorrow = embarrassment,
disappointment
fear + disgust = shame, prudishness
sorrow + expectancy = pessimism ·.
disgust + anger = scorn, loathing,
indignation, .contempt 1
hate 1 resentment 1'
. .. .
hostility
··
. expectancy + joy = optimism, courage, ··.
· hopefulness, concei tll
'>

The :m1~a ~_ari skip two adjacent· emotiv(3 s.ta\efij and_; mix
'

thd thl~d.. as on the color'!wheel:
III

+

·' ·

'··~ ·'

f:t '~ ,. · ,

'

'; '.\f~ ._..,,;:, ·...

-,. ' /;

following tertiary

.

. ·.

Tert1~~~- ...Dy~d~,

l

v;:

·~

+ :II; .and
r:

. ; ;·

i£i. ' The
.li ',. ,.

i.-,:':.j

l +:<CV;.
II·: r;+;
-'
'

Viif IV. + YII; V + .VI;II;: VI + I; VII

VIII +

{:.

. .

'i

dyad~· .at.~'.

.,

obtained:

<:: . :. .·~: , :· . x

.

. · '··:·'(;'];·,:':.

'-~;

-: ·"
:·. . anger-;+ surprise = outrage, res:ent.n(ent,;.
. .
hate
: .. ·~:. · ·
..... ~>.joy+ fear= guilt
·' •·
.
{.:';'',:~'3ceptance + sorrow c;: resigna.tio#9 .:: · .' ·(
·· " ,:
sentimentality
·
; · . surprise + disgust :::. loe.thing, 'hatEI,: ' : :
fE:ia.r. +...e_xpec~ancy'-~·?a:nx.iety., ce,utioh, . · ·
.
'·
·
· dread, . coward.l1nesa·,
1
,. .
distrust · " .·:i ;·
·'
·sorrow + ·anger = envy, su.lleriness ,•;_:, . ..
disgust + joy = 'morbidness
· ·: .:·; · ·.• "
expectancy + acceptance = fatal1sm.lJ2 .. ·
:.~.

:,

I

This theory will be applied to the literary work of
Ja~~s Baldwin to ascertain the emotive qualities of

alienation as exhibited by the characters.

lli~ •• p. 118
12·~.
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In this monograph, every thirtieth page beginning
with the eleventh page, will be viewed for process and
phonemes.

Every thirtieth page, beginning with the

ninth page, will be analyzed for the adjectives and
adverbs.

The emotions will be crossed in primary, secon-

dary, and tertiary manner.

The reactions of the writer

to these specifics will be noted in terms of the emotions.
The results will be evaluated in terms of the alienation
qualities.

The alienation qualities have been stated

1n terms of the emotions evoked.

The parallel between

the theory of emotions weighed against the language of
Baldwin will be equated in terms of the emotions of
alienation.
The emotions of alienation are as followsa

hatred,

despair, anguish, humiliation, oppression, loneliness,
frustration, hostility, anxiety, aggression, loathing,
resentment, contempt, fear, scorn, dejection, and revenge.
Beginning with

11

hatred 11 and running through "revenge, 11

the material is a result of dyadic crosses and not the
emotions themselves.
units:

Three tables will involves these

the primary dyadic cross; the secondary dyadic

cross; and the tertiary dyadic cross.
emotions will be utilized.

The average of the

The results will be noted in
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the fourth and final table when the tables are combined.
In Chapter Five, the results of this chapter will be
discussed._in terms of the emotions alleged .to be alienation.
I.

CONSIDEBATION OF THE DATA IN TERMS OF

"

LANGUAGE AND PSYCHOLOGY

The· words of the language are used to gain insight
into the. psychology of h\11119.n thousht.

The consideration

of the language as a whole formulates and conveys the
different meanings associated with a cluster of meanings
'

and. ideas·.
Words

~

---

The principles established in The Rise of

Their M2anings pertaining to different words

are actual+Y phoneto-semantic variants of each other,
that is, they are interlinked with each other in their
sounds as well as their meanine;s.

The psychological

process of the association of meanings constructed as
related to one another is thus reflected in the resemblance itself of the word-sounds.13
There are in the English language a number of
words with short

York:

11

E!naPPY" sounds expressive of a snappy

13samuel Jieias. Lanp;uase and Psychology.
Philosophical Library, 1959). P• 2. ·

(New

.,,
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dynamic aotion.Jl4 The emotive state of deprivation
registers an abundance of words stressing the impact
of;that which is quick, deft, and 'completely.mascul1ne.
,-

'

Cons'ide~ ..-tlie word "ory 11 which one usually· as_sooiates

with grief and sorrow1

·'..

'

~ ~

....

. ; '.' ).··":":,,!:·~

.:..' ,:

~~'~..~.. ~·.

.

·,'

; '. \!.

cry;".':..;-to utter inarticulate sounds, :es.Pec:iially
'o:, of lamentation, 'grief, or suffer1,?l~t · ·.
usually with tears; to weep; sheet .:tears,
·., - w1:th or without sound; to call :lotitf.ly; . · · shout; to beg for or implore in Ei' .l'o.ua.' ·
'.. .. · voice,; to d1spal'.age; to bell ttl.e\·_,to • .
'{
•: ·announce orally in public; sell by· outcry;
-~ ·. : _·· .. : to be'g for or implore 1n a loud v'pi'~e; .':
· · : :': .; , clamor; an entreaty; appeal;, .,a,ri :qp!pion:
;· : . ·:;-·'·.generally expressed; a call ·or•··wB:l'ei{ 't'or
:-~· · sale, etc., as by a street ve:ndor.;''a: . ·'
: .. political or party slogan; a: ·fit' <if·'weep1ng;
. . · ; ...-, the utterance or call of an an1ma1:_.;n~
, \_,·:. ' ' --

. ·" . ,· ·!,

.-r>' .: .·., ~~ •.

I ,_;

·,~·

(,'

The' sattl~ word "cry" may· denote a wide- diver~l'i'ty o.f
'·

actions;' as ,"'shriek," <'~squall," ~roar, .i ·11 pray'er, "•
; .
. .\: '.: ·•. :.. '
.. . .
':;'.
·,, \.'. (:
. '
11 sU:ppl1_c_at1on," and. "entreaty, 11 and in· add1t1'on ".cry"
1,

,

'

'

·:

, r·.,

' ~ . ,, '

,, ' r

.

mat denote a ·w1de variety of ·meanings as a ."Y.'~lp •" a
"sc'rea:ni,;_,; ·'a:nd an "exclamat1on.
'

'

.

~··; -.

l-~,

The tone of, :the. word
' ,,

.

"cry" is. centered on the phonological aspects' of 'the
'.
statemez:i,ts. The phonological d:p\proach has a un1;v_ersal1ty
'

lqib1d., P• 5.

1'5c. L. Barnhart. l!l!a American College Dictionary.
Random House and singer, 1966). p. 292.

(New York:

which is included in the appearance of human behavorial
situations.

Such situations require a greater-than-

sentence merit for communication and expression.

The

morpho-phonological statements plus all gestures and
environmental situations are interpretated by the semantic
entry, in this instance, in the novel.
Considerable evidence is apparent which shows
the response of the individual in the same situation
through different emotions with little variation in the
emotive state present.

The

11

immediate psychological

field 11 represents the past neural experiences of the
individual, the emotive, the present physical, and the
intellectual problem, and the present physi9logical
condition of the individual.

The

11

immediate psychological

field" would influence the response at different times
and places.

The personality of an individual can be

observed within certain limits, because the complexity
of attitudes is characteristic of a partiotilar individual.
The response to the word "black11 by an individual is
associated with a meaning or meaning range which is
interlinked with previous judgments.

The use of the

word "black" by the individual in Another country is
characterized by ruin, desolation, evil, wicked, forbidding,
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mourning, disgrace, 11ability 1 Negro people, and to lose
consciousness.
The plain or literal meaning of the word,
is lir,iked in sound by the brutal phonemes of

11

11

black 1 11

b 11 and "k•"

What further intended dnonliteral" meaning is conveyed
by the word-sound is a consequence of a psychological
process through which such meaning is
to the s.ound.

ima.gi~tively

linked

The emotive effect exhibited by an individual

in using the term,

11

black, 11 produces a divergency of

emotion intensity,

ra~ging

from gloominess to a high

intensity of loathing and panic.
The quality of tlie word,"black 1 11 denoted by the
action or the object determines the possible variety and
scope of meanings that may pe a.ssociated with the simple
word-sound.

The emotive or feeling quality that 1s

perceived by the individual may be vaguely delimited by
the nature of the

sound-to-mea~ing

linkage.

The word

itself is not emphasized as much as the human psychology
involved.

The full scope of the connotations linked ·to

''black" can be grasped only through the actual. study of
the word-meaning and word-sound

int~rrelations.

Both the motional and the emotional qualities cannot
be separated or

abstr~oted

from the meaning or idea of
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"black."

The emotional attitude toward "black" may be

a slight degree of gloominess or a' high degree of' disgust.
The interplay of meaning lll£lY depend upon the censure or
l1ab1lityof: being "black."

In Another Country, the Negro

exhibited anger and rage in being born black in a white
world.

Usually, the white person exhibited apprehension

and annoyance with the Negro.

The study of the word

"black" indicates that a word is. not a rigidly defined
or a circumacribed idea.
In summary, the nature of the words themselves are
linked by an associative process in meanings and in the
dynamically uttered sounds.

The associate aspects and

emotional aspects formulate the range of meanings to
sounds.

The concept of language is only significant when

related to some socio-biological group.

The circumstance

does not exclusively depend on the words themselves but
on communicsnts belonging to the same socio-biological
group.: A group possessing similarly constituted minds
are capable of grasping intended meanings from the simple
"suggestive" sound.

f .··

;

·"

'

'
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TABLB IA-BB + PR!ll>ICATB (PROCESS) .

PRIMARY DYADIC CROSSES

Emotive State

Nll!llber of sam...
ples (Rando!ll

Average~£

Crosses

Samp!e~llveey

l+II; Il+lllt IIl+IV;
IV+V; V+VI; VI+VIII

30th Page)

VII+VIII;,_VIII+l

Ilmotive state

Ili:pecti'.lncy. ·
6.,4

;i:+Ii= Aggression ·

II+IIlt: Pride

. II
- - lk:stJ.'llCtioil

. '

s

Happiness

IV Incorporation

5

.Adi.iission
4.2

V Orientation

2

V+VI=

6

VI+Vll= Despair

Ill

Rep.rodt!ction

VI Protection

·11I+IV= Fi:iendlineas

1.2
IV+V= Curiosity

Ala~

l'ensivcncm3
5
VIII

Rejection

5

SUMMARY OF CROSSB.S;
Tlt0 sttona e!Olllents of

Dislike +

1

VIII+I= RevCtlge.,

Aggression

~tion present are ptide; friendliness,
alaxm 9 despair• revenge. and aggression with mild elements of misery
and curiosity.
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TABLl3 IS-DE + PR!IDICATE (PROC!lSS)

Sl3CONDAilY DYADXC CROSSES

.Emotive State

h'U!lber of Slllll.•
ples (Random

Average of·
Emotive State

Saop1e.,;..£vezy
30th l?:ige)

i

.Eltplotation

Crosses

l+III: II+IV; III+V;
IV+Vli V+VII; VI-+VIII;
VII+l; VIII+II

I+III= Conceit •.
Hopefulness;; Courage

8.

II J)estr1.1ction

III

Reproductio11

5

lll+V= Delight

Hap[littess

1.2
IV Iru:orpoi:ation

V Pi:ientation

Admission
4•2
2

lV-+\II= Submission

Surprise
7.8

Vl ??i:ctection

6

VII Deprivation

VI+VIII= Shame

VII+I= Pessimism

Pensiveness
4.,;9

VIII

Rejection

Disli!te +
7

VIII+Il= Contemptt
Hostility

DOIJ!inonee• delight., disnppointmmt., shlllll.e; and contempt are the

st.tong em.otive at'l;itudes•

·
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TADLil IC..._DE + PREDICATB (PROCESS)

TERTIARY DYADIC CROSSES
lbotive.state

Number of Samples (Random

Average of
Emotive State

SDr.lflle-Bvcey

...
.
l+IV; II+V; III+VI;
IV+VII; V+VIII; VI+I;
:VII+II; VIII+I!I

crosses

30t11 Page>

ll.xp;loration

a

Expectancy
6.4

II Destruction

2

Anger

I

Destruction

1~1v~

· J:I+V= Loatbing•

8~4

- !III

~roduction

5

Happiness
7•2

IV J iico!!po ration

5

Admission

IZI+VI= Depravity
.

.

·~

.

·, IV+VII= Surrender

. 4•2

v Oclentation

2

Surprise
7.8

VI

Proteetioµ

VII l)ep:d.vation

VIII Rejection

·v+VIII= Rejection•
Repulsion

Pear+

VI+Io:PataliSlll

2

Pensiveness
4.9

VII+II= t-telancholy

s

Dislike+

VIII+III= Decay,
Collapse

'6

s.4

7

The strong emotive responses, as attitudes, are those 0£ decay,
fataliSllll: zejection, loatlling.- and destruction. There are eleaents of
,surrender• melancholy' and collapse. ·
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TABLE IO--SUMMARY OF CROSS.ES

SJ>ecific
Crosses

Answers

ll:nphasis--Strong•
Moderate• Slight

I + II

Aggression

l\lodcratc to Strong

I + III

Conceit; Hopefulness, Courage

Moderate

I + IV

Des'truction

Moderate to Strong

II + III

Pride

Strong

II + IV

Dominance

St tone

II + V

Loathing

Strong

Ill+ IV

Friendliness

Moderate to Strong

II!+ V

De1ight

Moderate

III +VI

Depravity

i!odcrate

IV + V

Curiosity

Slight

IV+ VI

Submission

Slight

IV+ VII

SurrendeJi

Slight

V + Vl

Alarm.

Moderate to Strong

V + VII

Disappointment

Moderate to Strong

V +VIII

Rejection,, Repulsion

Moderate to Stl.'Ong

VI + VII

Despair

Strong

VI +VIII

Shame

StJ:ong

VI + I

Pata.lism

Strong

VII ·• VIIX

Misery

Slicht

VII + I

PessimiSlll

Slight

BJ
TABLE.ID;;_ Continued

VlI + II

Melatieholy

Slight

Re\i'enge, Aggression

Moderate to Strong

VIII+ II

contempt. Hostility

Moderate to Strong

VIII

Decay., Collapse

Moderate to Strong

VIII+

+

I

III

SUMMARY:

1Jolllinant attitudes are those of pJ:i,de9 d<i,roinancei loathing•
despaii!.:.shome, £a~ali$lll• revenger aggression.• contempt •. bostility'dccay.,. Md. eoll\1.Pse..
·
·
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TAJ3LB HA-PHONEMES

PRIW1RY DYADIC CROSSllS

Emotive State

NU!aber of Sam•
ples (llanclom

Average of
Emotive State

Sample--Every

Vl!+V!!!; VIII+!

30th Page)

_l

El;ploration

Crosses
I:t-J:I; II+III; III+IV;
!V'>V; \'+VI; VI+VIl;

I+Ilc Failure,

2

Frustration·
II

III

Destruction

Reproduction

10

1

Annoyance
6.4

I!+III= Sneering,
Contcr.ptuo11S
·

Calmness

III+lV= Attachment,
Atlllliration

3.3

IV

Incorporation

Admission

IV.,.V= Curiosity

4.2
V Orientation

3

Sui:p:i:ise
. ' 7.3

V+VI= Panic i DreP.d

VI

:Protection

3

Apprehension
6.4

VI+VII= Sorrow•
Distress; Grief·

VII

Deprivation

4

Dejection

VII+VIII= Misery.

6,.3
VIII

Rejection

su.i:.lAJU'

8

Dislike .,.

s.1

Forlornness
V~II+I=

Cynicism

Ql' CROSSES:

'rhe strong c100tive elements _are paniC:j dread, fo.ilure, sorrow,.
distress, grief t .frustration• and contemptuous with mild clcme11ts of

admiration

a.nd curiosity~
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TABLB IIB-PHONllMES

SECONDARY DYADIC CROSSES
.Emotive State

I

Number of Samples (Random
Sample-Every
·JOf:h Page)

Exploration

Avet:age of
llmotive state

I+III,; II+lV; III+V.;
IV+VI,: V"'VII; Vl"'VIIr;
VII"'I; VIII+Il
Crosses

.Expectancy

l+III= Conceit,
Anticipation

6•4
II !lest ruction

10

.'\nnoyance

Il+IV=

~ubraission

6.4
III

RcpL"OdU<:tion

I

Cal!::ness

III+V= Mild Delight

3._3

IV Incorporation

I

Admission

4.2

v Orientation

Surprise

3

lV+VI::: Sul:sission,
Dread
V+VII= Pessimism

7.3
VI

Protection

VII Deprivation

Apprehension
6.4

3

4

Dejection

. Vl•VIII= Amiety
"

V!I+l= Pessimism

~-3

VIII

Re~cction

Dislike +
5.7

8

VI!I+Il= Uate,
Contei:ipt; Imlicnation

Sl.IMMARlt OF CROSSES;
Pessimis.'llf- Hate• Coneei t, and Anxiety <-laminate these attitt1des.

'

,

.
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TER'flARY DYADIC CROSSES

Bmotive State

Number of Sam•
ples (Random

Average of
Emotive State

Sample-Every

30th Page)

I

l'Ji:111oration

2

1l11pectancy
6.4

Crosses

l+IV; II+V; III+VI;
IV+VII; V+VIII; VI+I;
VII+II; VIII+III
I+IV= Fatalism.

. ·-{-·.

II Destruction

III

Re1>roduction

1.V lncoi.'j:ioration

II+V=

10

I

Rel;li~'a:tion

Calmness.
3.3

IlI+VI= Dir.gust,
Grief

Admission

lV+VlI= Anxiety

4a2_

V Orientation

V+VIII= Rejection

3

VI

Pxotection

3

Apprehension
6.4

Vl+I= Distrust

VII

Deprivation

4

Dejection

Vll+II=

£nvy

6.3

VIII Rejection

Stll>S-lAftY OF

8

Dislike+

s.1_

V!II+II!= Morbidness

CROSSBS:

The sti:ong emotive elements ·are
distrust., envy. and mOrbidneSS«

£atalis.~,

resignation• rejection,
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TABLE IID-SU/.!MARY .OF CROSSES

·Answers

Specific
Crosses

I

+

lI

Fail~re 1

Frustration

lbphasis-Strong.,
Moderntef-·Sli(:ht

ModertJte to Sttong

I + III

Coil.e(lit, Anticipation

IV.ode.r;i.te to Stroni;

I + IV

F.a~IUi~

Moderate to

st~ng

/r

·II

~

Ill

Sneering, Contemptuous

Moderate to

st~ng

!I

+

IV

Submission

Mode.rate

to

Sttong

Resignation

.Moderate to strong

III+ IV

Attatll11lm t, .Admiration

Sl:l.gbt

'Ill +·:.V

Hild Deligl)t

Slight

Ill .+ VI

_Disgust+ Grief

Slight

IV + V

Curiosify

Slight

IV

Sul::wission. Dread

S~igbt

i\mdety

Slight

v + w.

Pamc.,. Dread

$';~Ilg

V·+ VII

I>essil'ilism.

Stgong

V +VIII

Rejection

Strong

Sorrol'I; Distress,. Grief

Moderate to St.ro115

V! + V!!!

An.'tlety

Moderate to Strong

VI + I

Distrust

~&rate

II + V

+

VI

IV ·>-.VII

VI+

vn

to Strong·
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TABLE IID ...,. Continued
VII+ VIII

Misery, Pcdo:r:nness

Moderate to Strong

VII -r I

VII

+ II

· Moder¢.te to Strong

Envy

VllI + I

CyniciSlli

ModC?rate to Strong

VIII + II

Hate; Contempt. Indignation

Moderate to Strong

VIII+ III

Morbidness

Moderate to Strong

'I

SUM!.\ARY:

'l'hc dominant: emotive·.·attitudes.'are those of £eilure9.
£ri.1strll.tion. concei~, sorfOWi distre:;s;. 5rief1 atmi:ity.; diat~t,
11liscrv11 pessimiS!lJ• envy i l'.:YniP.isrtt hate, contempt• indigplition,

and morbidness.

·
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TABLE !IlA-ADJr:-CTIV.!lS

l.>lUMARY DYADIC CROSSllS

Emotive State l\'urobei: of Samples {Random

Average of

I+II; II+III; III+l':
lV+V; V+VI; Vl+VII;
VII+VIII; VIII+!

Attentiveness

I+Il=Disappointment

Sampl,e-Bvecy

30th Page)
I

Eltploration

II Destruction

3

6

C110sses

Emotive State

s.9

Annoyauce

,,
ll+IIl~WJl,cism

6.1
III

Reproduction

IV IncotJ;lOration

6

Pleasure +
6.4

l!I+IV=Fticncllincss

5

fl.clmi ssion

IV+V= Curiosity

4.• 2

v Orientation

I

Surprise

V+Vl= Awe

7.~3

VI Protection

7

Fear
7,I

VII Deprivation

VIII Rejection

9

Sorrow+

s

Loathing

VI+Vll= Despair;.
Guilt

Vll+VIII=Remorse

'i

a,s

VIII+I= Revenge

SUMMARY OF CROSSBSi
~he sti:ong ctl!Otive el(!l!lents are disappointment, cynicism,
friendliness •. a\1e, desi:air,· guilt,, rer.;orse; and revl!Jlge.
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'i'ADLE IIlD..,-ilDJa::TIVES

SFCONDMY DYADIC CROSSES

fuotive State

Jl.'urilbe.r of Sam•
ples (Random
Sample--r:-very
30th l'afle)

Jl,verage of
Ilrootive State

Crosses
I·HII; II+IV; III+V;
lV+VI; V+VII; Vl+VIII;
,, Vll+I; VIII+II

I

Exploration

3

Attentiveness

l+ III=Anticipation

II

Destruction

6

Annoyance
lhl'

II+IV=Resignation

UI

Reproduction

6

Pleasure +
6.4

III+V= JoY;
i\stonis!ment

IV Incorporation

s

Admission
4,2

IV+VI= Modasi"ilt
Subclssioni Dread

v Orientation

I

Surprise

\'l

Protection

1

s.9

1.s

Pear
7•1

VII

VIII

Deprivation

9

Sorrow +
1

Rejection

s

loathing

s.s

V+VII=DisapJ;lOintment,

Qbarrasscnt
\II+VIII= Sh:une,
Pr.idislmoss
VII+I= Fessimis:l

VIII+II:: Scorn>
, Indignation, Hate ,

SUMMARY 0!1 CROSSES l
Disappointi:iciltw, Scorn. Indignation., Hate 1 Shll!!le, and Pessira.iam
dominate these attitudes.,
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TADcL!l IIIC..,-ADJ!lCTIVE.S

TE!n'IAl'tY DYADIC CROSSES
.Ectotive State

!lumber of

Slll:l•

ples (Rnudolll

Average of

Crosses

Eil!otive State

I+IV; II•>V; III+VI;
lV+VII; V+VIII; Vl+Ii
VII+Il; Vlll+llI

S:i+"1lple-Every
30th P.age)
I

Exploration

3

,\ ttentiveness

I+lV= Fatalism

II

Dcsi;l.'tlction

6

Annoyance

II+V= outrage

s.9

..

·-

<hI
. I

III

Reprocluc tion

•()

P .l.casu re +

III+VI= Guilt

6.4
IV

Incorporation

v Orientation
VI

PL'Ote<:tion

s

Admission

IV+VIl= Senti1lental..,
ity,. Resignation

I

Surprise
7.3

V+VIII= Rejection

7

Pear

VI+I= Distrust

4-.z

1.1
Vl:I

VIII

Octiriva.tion

Rejection

9

s

Sorrot1 +
7

VII+II= Envy*

1(>atbing

VIII+III=
ness

s.s

Sullenness
~1orbid•

SU),11,!Jlll.Y OP CROSSES:
The strong eootivc elements a.re r:orbidness;; env;r. distrust, auilt•
rejection.· outrac:c, and fatalism.
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«-

!

...

SJJeciiic

"

Answer$

.Bmpliasis.,.;.strong,

Moderate, Siight

Crosses

,,
I

+

II

. Disappointlllent

Moderate·

..

I + Ill

Anticipation

Moderate

"

I

+

IV

Patalisi:i

Moderate
"(.:

II

+

III

Cynicism

b!odernte. to ·strong

II+ IV

Resignation

fl..odcrate to S,trong

II+ V

O)ltrage

'tloclerate to Strong

Friendliness

Nbdernte to· strong

III+
,.

~fl

III + V

'

Joy• •'\stoni shmeJ1~
,,., '
··.t-

III+ VI

Guilt

Moderate·
. to.strong
.
-

'

. Moderate to Strong

IV+ V

Curiosity

Slight

IV• VI

Modesty• Submis;'lion• Di:ead

Slight

IV + VII

Sentimentalify•,Resignation

Slight

V + V;I

Awe

V + VII

D:i.sapp0intment,.Bmbarrasliment

Moderate

V + VIII

Rejection

Modei:at.e to Strong

Despa5,r• Guilt

Sti:ong

Vl +VIII

Shame~;

strong

VI + I

Distl:USt

Stroaj

Vll + VIII

Remorse

St:ong

VII+ I

PessilniSlll

Strong

VI

·~

VII

. Moderate; to Streng

Prudishhess

to· Strong
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___

. TliBLB .,;;.;;;;;;
II!D
__.;.:; . , _.. Continued
..,ll!"'.=-=

._.,......,..,...,.~.,,_...,..,.....,.....,-,..,,~."""''""'°'·

VII

+

~1'-ll'l

.*'r('

.<

II

VIII + I

Strong

VIII + II

SCOl:lia·· Indignation.- ltate

Strong

Vl:i:I + III

/.!Orbidness

St:Cng

The c!Ottlna:n:t emotive attitudes as illustrat<;d by th13 adjective
are c;ynici.sm; rcsigi:m.t!On~ outi:agcj despair,. slloolej· pri:di$uess;
di.strustt rcmeirsef pcssil:dSllli· tdsofy;. pcssiillismj envy; hate i:on'l;empt•
indignation; lll'lcl morbidness ..
._

-

.-.,,
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.fipo;tive State

Number of snm""

average 0£

ples ( Rll.lldom .

llnlotivli'f State

·xv~·v;

srunpie.,..Every
.30th Pase>

l

E:q:iloration

· S

II+lII= Pride

l'1easut¢
6.4

Repra'duction

V Otientation

+

surprise+

V+VI= i\larm; Awe

Apprehension + VX+VII=
1.1
Gl.lilt

1

Rej@tiC>il

2

love~

Fri etlclliness

·IV+V= Cur.i.ositv

Dejection+
6;.3

VIII

.llI+IV=

Adm!ssibn

1.s

VI · Ptotection

D~tivation

V!+Vn:

I+ IJ:= .l\ggressio..,.
itevenge1 stubbornness

.4.2

VII

V+VI;

VII+V!II; V!Il+I

II Destruction

IIJ:

Crosses

l+!I;,:II+III; III+IV;

Dislike'

s.s

Dcsp~r1

VII'l-Vlll= Remorse,.
Misery.~

Forlornness

V:CU+I:; Cynici$lll

Tl!e sti:ong emotive attituc.tes ttre revenge, aggi:qbsion• pride'
and r~.i:sc•.

desp~:I!';

cuilt •

<

.,

..

,.,
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TABLB lVB-ADVl.lRl3S
SECONDARY DYADIC CROS$1'S

Emotive State

Number of snmt>lcs (Random

Aver;ige of
i:.ootive state

Sample.-Every
30th l'age)

lb:p1oration

I

S

Reproduction

III

IV lnco:i:poration

II+IV; III+V;,
IV+VI; V+VIll Vl+VIlij
Vll+l•
VIII·HI
.
'

.lh:pcct.at\CY
6~9

II Destructfon

Crosses
l+III~

.

I+III=An~i4ipation,

ilopefulness, Courage

3

II+IV=Resignation

2

III+V= Astonishment

3

Admission
4.;2

IV+VI= Submission,
Dread

V

Orientation

S

~u:i:prise +

V!

Protection

s

Apprehension+ Vl+VIII= Hostility,
· 7 .·1
Resentment;. ll:1.t(!

7

Dejeetion ->
6.3

VII+I:; Pessimism

2

Dislike

VIII+Il~Scoril.

VII Deprivation

VIII Rejection

1.s

s.s

V+VII= Anxiety,
Grief

Hate.

Indignation

SW.MllllY OF CROSSES¥

Anticipation;;. hopefulness. resignation, anxiety;, grief' hostility,
resentment. hate, and pessimism domnate these emotive attitudes.

TADLB lVC--.'IDVllRBS

TBRTlARY DYfir>IC CROSSES' ..

.Emotive State

Number of sam-

p.i.£#1

(Ratidom .

'

Average of

Sample.....Every
SOtll Page)

Ill

"

Ani;ez

. 7.-3

Pleasure +
6.4

Reproduction

· IV

Adll!issiOn

Incot:Poration

4.2

v· Orientation

5

I+lV; II+V; IIl+VI;
lV+VII; V+VIII1 V1+1:
VII+ll; VIlI+IlI
!+IV= Fntalism

5

11 nestriti:tion

C:cosi:es

Jz.iotive St~te

Surprise +

11+v: Res;&~al:ion,
Hate, Outrage
III+vi~

Disgust.

Guilt t Grief
IV+VII~

Fatalism;

An:dety

V+VIII= Rejection

7;.S

Vl l?;:otection

Apprehension+ VI+I= Distrust,

7.l

Dejection+
. 0.,:3

Vlll

Ii.ejection

2

Dislike

s.s

Cowardliness

VII+II= lln'VY'
Sullenness
VIII+III= Morbidnes1;

SUMM.<\RY OP CROSSES t

The strong emotive attitudes are .fata1ism1
disgust.,, GUilt, distrust, nnd enV}'.

:i:osifP111tion~

hate; outface,
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. ,l

. ''
spec!$!;,
Crosses

llmphasis""!' Strong1.
Moderatet Slight

I + II
.

'

J·+·:i:n

imti¢ipation• impefti1ness,t-. Coutnge Moderate to Stro:l8

i + lV

Fatl)l!i;m

II "' III

Pride

II"' r\I

Resignation

II+ V

n~siguat!on•.

l!atee· Outr(!8e

III.+ IV

Love, Prien4ll1iess

Ill.,. V

Astoni.shment

:III+\II.

Moderate

Disgust•' Guilt• Grief

IV+ V.

cuii:wsity

Slight

IV

+

VI

Submission;;. Dread

Slight

IV

4-·

VII.

,tW.t aliS1•1 .f Ali:siety

Slight

v +VI

Al.lll:ltl:t· Aw¢

V + VlI

Ati:detY; Grief

St tong

V + VIlI

!Wjei;tion

St;ong

Despair1 Guilt

Stwng

VI + Vll
VI+ VIII

VI

+

l

Dist~stt

Cowardliness

'•
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'

~

·-

'

T.l\DlE .IVD' ....,. Continueyd ·

VII+ V!Il ·

Moderate to Strav.g

VII + I

Moderate .to strong

EnvYf Sull~ss

&lodera.te

VIII +·I

crmcism

Moderate

.VIII +II

,
Scorn •• Hate, Indignnt:ion

VIII + Ill

Moiib!dncss

Vll + 11

to Stil<>D«
•*

-

'

.Moderate

The dom:innut. ~otive attitudes arc p.d.d?t·' resignation,. hate.,
outragej' reJeetioil•, despcl.r-, gl.!:i1-t; 1,. hostilitY.;· resenmetltt lfdseJ.'y1·
r<lll.>etrse., envy• sul~enness• and pess,ill'J.sm,

'
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In summary, the attitudes detected in Baldwin's
Another Country expose the essential psycholinguistic
temperament

<:'r

the alienation trend.

The language conveys

the. principal emotive states of alienation.

These emotive

states· are Destruction, Depriva.tion, and Rejection, with
fatal1sm,,pervers1ty, resignation, outrage, morbidness,
and hatred supporting the estrangement of Baldwin's
characters.

The . emotive
states are significant in showing
,

the detested loneliness of the individual with his own
people, .with other groups, and with himself.

From ·the

point or literary criticism, or from the po,int of view
of personal appreciation this may be further discussed.
Not only the language but the associative and
emotional aspect of words help to formulate
meanings to the sound.

~

range of

The emotive tones of the words

present .the attitudes which the major characters display.
These attitudes of anxiety, misery, resentment, despair;··
cynicism, pessimism, and distrust reveal a composite picture
of the alienated character.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY STATEMENTS

In this monograph the unique problem of the Negro
.\ .

;

has" been indicated in Baldwin •s art by rhythm. diction,
."
and. foti,rl~ , The alienation theme has presented. th~ Negro·
as beini. unable to communicate clearly and ·e:r'rec.tively
'-

...

with pe'c?ple or even with himself.
wh~_ch

..
t,he .Negro experiences has been measured; by :the be +

..

pr~dica.;te. and Sentence Pattern II 1 focusirig 'oil the novel,

..
another-.·countr;x:.
-,<

"

'~·

•

The est:t:angement .of the

'

'

U~~~o \ii th

:'" •

•

~'

the

J

whi.te :Pe.rson has served to disunite the two .reioes.

The

Negr_o•s alienation is.seen represented by. the' fo-r,oeful
and

.bru~al.

language, showing unhappiness 1efith· his orien•.
,' ~'

'i

tation . 7:0 an outside world.
11
The process of "willing, 11 "deciding,"· '.:"cho'osing;
.
.,,:·'·,,,.
and'; ·n~ut''fering" is indicated through language' structures,

"\"

.

'

•';\

in s'how,ing a desire to be possessi;id.

i

F

•'

In the moment of

possessing,.
his language
is angry and violent;. he. is
.
'.
'
.'

-

~

·,

unable .:to .do anything about being possessed.

;.

'!
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narration of the alienated character tends to be abrupt,
sharp, and ironical in expressing his opposition to the
world of traditional ideas, institutions, th1ngs 9 and
people.

Other language forms may be considered as being

signifiqant to the alienation theme.
Alienation 1s indicated through.three ways as
outl1ne4·. ·in Chapter One.

The be + prediee.t~ .form is
'

essential. :in showing the cont1nt.ial process o'f life trailing
l~
'
and flotiil1g away from the tndividual. Th~se 'examples,
'
taken f·rom
.random sampling, show ·an extreme: indivJdual1sm,
' '

and a wi'thdrawal
from any type .of universality.
.
'

,The-- --

qwility
of alienation as projected by the ..charact~rs
; .
.
- •'
'i
· conc.erns.J~he foreboding of living in a soc'iety which does
not; accept him as a unique individual.

These attitudes
...

of 'fear. outrage, loathing, res1gnat1on, misery, sentimentaltty, envy• fatalism, guilt, distrust., ,sullenness,
and: morbidness are revealed in the adjectival elements
of the novel.

The· characteristic of the ad.Jeet1ve

verifies the response of acute brutality in the emotivecharged. attitudes as demonstrated by the linguistic
utterance of the individual.

Along with the adjective,

the· adverb and the phoneme expose the pervasiveness and
strength of the language as man1festated by the alienated
characters.
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Noting the examples of the be + predicate, the
adjective, the adverb, and the phoneme, the patterns of
the Negro and the white are judged as being complete
with respect to the al1enation trend.

The language of

Rufus and Ida, end Eric and Cass establishes alienation
as a trend which the modern-day character exhibits by
the usage of particular forms appearing and extending
and moving toward complete lsolatlon of th·e· individual·.'
·.'

''

But the· Negro is even more isolated than the white because.
of the second-rate position which he maintains in this
society.

The Negro's fight for an identity appears in

the selection of brutal and terrifying forms.
'

'

The phonemic oonstruct1i:>ns of "p, 11 "d. 9 11 and

11

b"

as the initial sounds and the sharp "er'' show the AngloSaxon violence of the articulated sounds.
"P" and

11

The explosive

t'! in the m.l..ddle of words indicate an initial

furious anger which trails a1my in 1solat1on.
Through J?lutoh11t's_ wor1t and Lanfl'.uage 2

Psychology

sentences, paragraphs·, and words ho.ve been correlated.
Language

~

Psychology concentrateo on the word.

Plutchik's

art centers on the action as a whole, as considered by.
the paragraph 1n context.

W1th1n the word, the test ls

emp1r1cal and pragmatic, or simply reading aloud the effect.

lOJ
The resulting attitudes from the summary of tables
of I, II, III, and IV as verified by the primary, secondary,
and tertiary crossings reveal the following emotions&
surrender, .decay, collapse, fatalism, loathing, destruction,
anger, hating, rejection, morbidness, guilt; outrage,
P.eprav1ty. cowardliness, resignation, d1strus:t, animosity,
melancholy, and anxiety.
This.monograph indicates a possible way of showing
the 's1gnif1cance of the microscopic elements .(phonemes
and. morphemes),
the macrosoop.1o elements (sentences and
'
gre'aterJ,·and the word as semene (meaning-carrying unit)
as supporting the alienation theme.
.'

,I

These units may be

exam.ined to show that, in a worlt as long as a novel,
the,language in 1tself can carry an accurate emotive
index of the central characters, through .phonology,
morphology, and syntax.
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